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ABSTRACT (150 words)
Practices of urban agriculture in Detroit have been variously represented as a response to
economic crisis or as the emergence of a new green capitalism. In Havana,
representations of similar practices also frame it as a response to economic crisis and
highlight the role of the Cuban state in initiating and supporting the activity. Such
representations submerge existent diversity and the potential for commonalities in
perceptions and motivations across difference. Drawing on ethnographic research
conducted in Havana and Detroit, this thesis argues that practices of urban food
production across different national contexts can be understood as place-making projects,
exemplary o f what J.K. Gibson-Graham term economic difference. Such a
conceptualization unsettles some o f the dominant narratives, specific to each city and in
general, associated with urban food production. The research contributes to contemporary
debates on place and discussions relating to economic diversity arising from the work of
Gibson-Graham.
Keywords: urban agriculture, place, economic diversity
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Tomatoes in pots on balconies; rabbits in rooftop cages; banana trees in backyard
patios; collard greens in sideyards; raised-beds planted with vegetables and flowers in
formerly vacant lots; chickens and goats in pens hidden from prying eyes by the lowhanging branches of ailanthus trees; kitchen gardens, market gardens and community
gardens: these are but a few of the colourful array of small-scale urban agricultural
activities and sites present in Detroit, USA, and Havana, Cuba. To state the obvious,
these two cities are marked by radically different forms o f political and economic
organization, democratic capitalism and state socialism, which evoke a range of attendant
imagery and ideas. The primacy of individual freedom and the creative forces of dynamic
capitalism are set against socialist solidarity and a command economy controlled by the
centralized state. These differences, presented above as caricatures, frequently frame
subsequent representations and understandings of what are otherwise similar urban
agricultural practices in both places
In Detroit, a gardener harvesting collard greens for dinner from a raised-bed in a
vacant lot becomes entangled in a narrative that describes the city’s history as being
determined by the movement of capital. The auto industry rose and fell, and the harvest
of collard greens is represented as an individual response to the resultant economic crisis.
If that same gardener, however, takes the harvested collard greens to the local farmers’
market, the narrative shifts, and they come to represent the vanguard of a new greener
capitalism, contributing to the city’s potential rebirth. In contrast, similar activities in
Havana are often held up as examples o f the effectiveness of the socialist Cuban state in
responding to crisis conditions resulting from the aftermath of the Soviet Union’s demise.
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Both sets o f representations effectively submerge the diversity o f urban food production
practices and the potential for commonalities across differences, in the process
persistently re-centering the dominance of either capitalism or socialism.
An analogous set of assumptions and resultant impacts on interpretation is evident
in the treatment of urban agriculture generally. Here the literature demonstrates a
tendency to reproduce a North/South divide, representing the practice differently
depending on the perceived degree of “development” within the national context. Urban
food producers in the so-called South are often presumed to be motivated primarily by
the basic need for survival. In comparison, representations of practices in the so-called
North consistently understate or elide need as an impetus, instead emphasizing a broad
range of motivations and benefits. Latent assumptions about the natural trajectory of
development thereby colour perceptions of the national context through which
subsequent activity is read. Here again, diversity and the potential for commonalities are
subsumed within overarching narratives.
This thesis, then, is a comparative study which interrogates the salience of such
differences in defining the practices and perceptions o f urban food producers. Drawing
on work which generates an understanding of place as relationally-produced (Dirlik
2001; Escobar 2001, 2008; Massey 1994, 2004), I contend that practices of urban food
production across different national contexts can be better understood as open-ended
place-making projects, exemplary of what economic geographers J.K. Gibson-Graham
(1996) term “economic difference.” By this I mean that the activities of producing food
inside the city are material, social, and imaginative processes through which diverse
urbanites engage with the relations that have formed and are forming the cities and
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neighbourhoods they call home, in a manner which cannot be wholly explained in
relation to capitalism, or in the case of Cuba, socialism. As becomes clear, these
processes are embedded in place, rooting people in neighbourhoods in specific ways.
Through food production, city dwellers express a continued commitment to place as they
elaborate and enact their visions for desired neighbourhood and city futures.
In the construction of this argument, I examine various sites of small-scale urban
agriculture in Havana and Detroit, the practices they embody, and the perceptions of their
creators and caretakers. I focus on the intersecting historical and contemporary relations
from which these practices emerge, the networks o f personal relations that they both rely
upon and form, the resultant physical and material transformation of garden places, and
the evolving dreams and visions of their tenders. Throughout, I highlight the dynamic
nature o f city-dwellers' engagement with place through urban agriculture, while also
reflecting upon producers’ perceptions o f continuity with past practices of urban food
production.
The argument advanced in this thesis not only adds to our understanding of the
dynamics of urban food production in the two cities examined, but also provides a
commentary regarding the manner in which urban agriculture has been treated generally.
Additionally, my assertions and observations contribute to contemporary debates on the
significance o f place and economic diversity. In the remainder of this introduction, I
elaborate upon the theoretical perspectives, alluded to earlier, which underpin this thesis:
diverse works which promote an understanding o f place as a relational process; and
Gibson-Graham’s call for a questioning of what they term a discourse of
“capitalocentrism,” in which all economic activity is described in relation to capitalism.
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In the latter case, I highlight the limitations of Gibson-Graham’s argument in a socialist
context and note the necessary expansion of their general framework in order for it to
function for my analysis in Havana. Finally, I situate my work within the broader
scholarly literature addressing practices of urban agriculture in general. In outlining this
literature, I demonstrate how a discourse of capitalocentrism underlies the tendencies of
analysts to divide urban agricultural practices along North/South lines, while linking the
activity to the experience of crisis and arguing for the incorporation of urban agriculture
into a strategy for sustainable urban development.
The Continued Importance o f Place
Inspired by parallel work dealing with issues of identity, which suggests that it be
understood as unfixed, multiple, and contested, Doreen Massey (1994,2004), Arif Dirlik
(2001), and Arturo Escobar (2001, 2008) propose a parallel anti-essentialist
conceptualization of place. In other words, place is never simply there, but rather
continually comes into being through social processes of interconnection and, as Massey
(2005) highlights, disconnection. Consequently, the constitution of place is never solely
internal, but also includes relations which “stretch beyond” (Massey 1994, 5). This
conceptualization is directed towards an explicit politics of divesting place of its
association with romanticism or nostalgia for an irrecoverable and imagined past. As
these authors rightly emphasize, frequently such nostalgia has led to the practice of
exclusionary politics or the attempt to erect strong boundaries around place as seen in
assurgent nationalist, regionalist, and localist movements.
The politically motivated repudiation of places as “place-bound” prompts Massey
to further warn against the tendency to invest the term with “weightier meaning” through
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the frequently associated vocabulary of “grounded”, “everyday”, “local”, “lived”, and
“meaningful” (Massey 2002, 24, 2004, 7). To do so, she cautions, is to risk romanticizing
place as the sole location of politics and to reproduce an understanding of the related
concept o f space as abstract. Space, Massey contends, should also be viewed as a
relational product of networks, linkages, and disconnections operating at various scales,
from the spatial relationships of finance capitalism to those of the home.
In this regard, Massey promotes a politics of forming alliances across space. She
is therefore concerned that movements in defence of place may deny the reality of
interconnectedness and thereby their responsibility to distant others, and furthermore
revoke the potential to substantially rework the nature of global politics, by overlooking
the concentration of power that occurs in particular places. For instance, she is aware that
certain locations, “global cities” and financial centres in particular, have “far more
purchase [...] on the levers of globalization” (2004, 12). Hence, her prescription is for a
radical politics o f remaking the sorts o f connections that sites of concentrated power have
with other less well-positioned locales.
Dirlik (2001) similarly positions his work within contemporary discussions of the
politics o f globalization. One of his primary concerns is the tendency within such
discussions to render place irrelevant by setting it against space. The global is equated
with space, the realm o f capital flows, whereas the local is correlated to place and the
realm o f labour. Places thereby emerge, he argues, as “the playthings of a globalizing
capital,” rendering distinct localities as equivalent through the logic of exchange value
(2001, 35). Such dichotomous thinking, Dirlik contends, ignores the relational dynamic
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between the global and the local, wherein one can only be conceived through reference to
the other.
Yet, while sympathetic to Massey’s politics, Dirlik is critical of what he perceives
to be her collapsing of the distinction between space and place, arguing that it results in
“declaring that there is nothing special about place after all” (2001, 22). In an effort to
reaffirm its specificity, Dirlik turns to “ecological conceptions of place,” which he posits,
through their attention to the topography and physical environment of places, allow for
“groundedness” without promoting “immutable fixity” (2001, 22). In this regard, he
advocates on behalf o f movements in defence o f place, and finds particular promise in
indigenous movements which take as their starting point the interconnectedness of people
and the environment. Dirlik’s hope is that such movements promote an understanding of
place as a progressive project, informed by history but not directed towards its impossible
recovery.
Escobar (2001; 2008) takes up Dirlik’s proposition of understanding place as a
political project and applies it within the context of Afro-Colombian social movements
organizing in defence of place. In doing so, Escobar addresses what he identifies as an
overemphasis on movement - of people, ideas, and capital - in recent work regarding
globalization. Escobar does not discount the importance of such inquiries, especially in
terms of their consequences for understandings o f place. For instance, in the case of
diasporic communities place may no longer need to be directly experienced to hold
meaning. However, he finds that attention also needs to be directed towards the continued
importance of the embedded experience o f place for many. Escobar is careful to qualify
that this is not to suggest a de-linked, pure, and fixed understanding of the concept, and
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he agrees fully with Massey that place is always constituted relationally. However, he
acknowledges that place and the experience of place still matters as people continue to
“construct boundaries around places, however permeable” (Escobar 2001, 147). In this
regard, Escobar pays attention to how Afro-Colombian social movements construct
particular understandings of place through activity and practices of interconnection with
human and “more than human” agents.
Dirlik, Escobar, and Massey’s conceptualizations are not necessarily
contradictory, and the differences in their positions often lie more in their particular
political concerns rather than in a theoretical disjuncture. Massey is primarily focused on
urban centres and, most recently, powerful ones like London. Dirlik and Escobar’s
sympathies, in contrast, lie with movements in “defence of place,” specifically
movements o f indigenous peoples or cultural groups who exist on the margins of the
global capitalist economy. In this latter situation, in spite of their assertions to the
contrary and explicit intentions to form an anti-essentialist understanding of place, Dirlik
and Escobar both implicitly construct an argument that indicates attachment to and
understanding of place being constructed over a lengthy time period. While eschewing
fixity, their arguments exhibit a tendency to privilege relationships to place which have
developed over centuries, confining their understanding of place-based politics to a
potentially troubling romanticized view of marginal peoples.
This critique notwithstanding, useful in the context of this thesis is the collective
advancement by these scholars of a conception of place as a process that is imagined,
experienced, and indeed, emplaced. Place is the location of daily activity, and it is
through such activity that places are in part constituted. Importantly, such activity is
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never internal to the locality, but also connected relationally to other localities and
practices. Moreover, places are continually in the process o f production through these
relations, which allows for an open-endedness within practices of place-making. While
the anxiety o f the above authors for the potential consequences of activity rooted in
nostalgia is warranted, there is nothing pre-determined about place-based politics. As will
be seen in the specifics of urbanites’ practices of place-making through urban agriculture,
fond remembrances of the past can provide fruitful motivations for present efforts in
making future places that are not characterized by exclusionary politics.
Capitalocentrism and Economic Difference
The other dominant theoretical threads that run throughout this thesis are the
concepts of capitalocentrism and economic difference developed by Gibson-Graham. In
The End o f Capitalism (As We Knew it), Gibson-Graham (1996) convincingly argue that
discussions and representations of capitalism persistently construct it as the primary
referent for all economic activity. In what they term a discourse of “capitalocentrism” all
other economic practices are defined through relation to capitalism, as the opposite of,
the same as, or integral to it. Powerfully connotative descriptors like dominant, pervasive,
penetrating, and expanding further naturalize capitalism as the primary form of economy.
While economic difference, or other organizations of economy, may exist at the
momentary margins o f the (singular) capitalist economy, it is presumed to be only a
matter of time before they too are subsumed within the logic of capitalism. In GibsonGraham’s view, such representations disable our ability to imagine economies otherwise
and thereby serve to reproduce the continued dominance of capitalism.
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While Gibson-Graham never explicitly provide a definition of capitalism, they do
outline some of its characteristics, including the predominance of wage labour, the
production of commodities for a market, and the presence of capitalist enterprises
engaged in competition for further accumulation. Much of Gibson-Graham’s strategy for
unsettling the continued dominance of capitalism rests on articulating a language of
economic difference rooted in an understanding of class as a process. Rather than
identifying class in relation to the ownership o f the means of production, class processes
are defined according to how surplus is produced, appropriated, and distributed. In this
conception, capitalism emerges as one particular organization of the economy marked by
a specific class process, wherein capitalists control the distribution of surplus
appropriated in monetary form from wage labourers.
Identification o f the specifics of capitalist class processes allows one to “read for
difference rather than dominance” (Gibson-Graham 2006, xxxi-xxxii), illuminating the
myriad other processes that proliferate across a suddenly diverse economic landscape.
For example, where capitalocentric discourse would have identified the activities of the
self-employed as the same as capitalism, by “reading for difference” we recognize that
the class process at work is distinct. The self-employed appropriate and distribute the
surplus o f their own labour. Gibson-Graham use the metaphor of an iceberg to
graphically demonstrate how their theoretical lens makes visible hitherto hidden
economic diversity. Wage labour and production for market in a capitalist firm emerge as
the tip of an iceberg of various submerged economic relations, including self
provisioning, producer cooperatives, barter, and unpaid or volunteer labour among many
others (2006, 70). An important contribution of this redefinition of class is the
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recognition of, and allowance for, individuals to engage in multiple class processes
simultaneously, more fully expressing the diversity of everyday economic life. A worker
may engage in a capitalist process of selling their own labour while also engaging in non
capitalist processes of self-provisioning from a garden (self-appropriation of surplus), or
volunteering (surplus appropriated in a non-monetary form).
Their argument emerges as a pointed critique of the triumphal discussions of freemarket capitalism that followed the supposed “death” of socialism, which had previously
occupied the position of an existent alternative. However, in spite of such proclamations,
Cuba remains a self-declared socialist country. To employ Gibson-Graham’s line of
reasoning in such a context requires modification. Instead of focusing solely on
capitalism, the argument becomes how, as analysts, our understandings of economic
activity are frequently filtered through unquestioned assumptions about the dominant
form of economy in general and its ability to produce particular kinds of subjects. In
other words, when examining economic activities in a country like Cuba, there is an
equal tendency towards their interpretation and representation through relation to
socialism. As will become clear in the cases examined, neither reference to capitalism nor
socialism adequately describes the diverse economic practices of urban farmers in both
Havana and Detroit.
Representations o f Urban Agriculture
Far from an isolated practice in Havana and Detroit, varying manifestations of
urban agriculture are present in other cities globally (Mougeot 1994). In this section, I
identify and examine three broad, overlapping narratives present in the scholarly
literature addressing urban agriculture in general: namely, the construction of a
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North/South divide, an emphasis on crisis as a motivating factor, and the incorporation of
urban agriculture into a strategy for sustainable development. I demonstrate how each o f
the above narratives is reflective of “capitalocentric” discourse and may thereby
obfuscate the possible existence of economic difference in sites of urban agriculture. I
leave this possibility open for discussion in chapters 2 and 3, where I examine in detail
the specific representations of urban agricultural practices in both Detroit and Havana,
respectively, and urban food producers own understandings of their practices.
In the South, urban agriculture is a well-established survival response to
what has become a structurally adjusted wilderness for many people. In
the North, the imperative to grow one’s own food seems less immediate,
but the arguments in favour o f urban agriculture on the grounds of
community and health regeneration are compelling, particularly for those
living on low incomes. (Garnett 1996, 300)
Tara Garnett’s statement is characteristic o f much early work addressing urban
agriculture, which tended to differentiate practices along North/South lines of
“development,” acknowledging or emphasizing specific motivations, benefits, and
degrees o f organization in each context. Activities in the so-called South were frequently
represented as the reproduction of traditional cultural practices or spontaneous efforts, in
either case motivated by economic necessity and directed towards meeting basic
subsistence needs. In contrast, discussions of the activities of gardeners in the “North”
generally acknowledged a broad range of motivations and benefits and emphasized the
importance o f institutional actors in guiding and supporting practices. Importantly, the
significance o f economic need as a stimulus was consistently either overlooked or
understated.
Among the many touted motivations and benefits in the so-called North are
leisure, improved mental and physical health, a desire for quality produce, economic
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considerations, crime reduction, environmental benefits, the strengthening of community
cohesion, and improved diet and nutrition (Armstrong 2000; Garnett 1996; Hess 2009;
Howe and Wheeler 1999; McBey 1985). However, the subsistence value of garden
produce is seldom commented upon. In the rare exception where the nutritional
importance o f the food produced is identified, it is alongside other motivations and
benefits (e.g. Donna Armstrong’s (2000) survey of community gardens in upstate New
York). It is furthermore important to note the use of an ample definition of nutrition in
these cases, which values the vitamin and mineral content as well as the absence of
harmful chemicals in organically-grown, fresh vegetables. Hence, in this definition, it is
not the caloric content of garden produce that is significant, but rather the health content
in comparison to readily available processed foods (Armstrong 2000; Howe and Wheeler
1999). In other words, it is a question of improving the “quality” o f nutrition as opposed
to simply ensuring basic access to food, and thereby implicitly not a question of
“survival.”
This is not to suggest that necessity has not been considered a motivating factor
behind urban agriculture in the so-called North. Such instances are, however, generally
confined to specific moments of crisis, and even then, the importance of economic need
is subsumed within other rationales. Laura Lawson’s (2005) comprehensive history of
community gardening in the United States reads as a tale of periodic crises, both
economic and geopolitical. In the case of the former, urban food production is seen to act
as a buffer during the episodic boom and bust cycle characteristic of capitalist economies.
For example, U.S. cities and charities initiated urban gardening programs during the
economic depressions of the 1890s and 1930s as mechanisms of poor relief. In fact,
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Lawson (2005) traces the origins of organized community gardens to the relief garden
program that took root in Detroit in 1893 at the behest o f then Mayor Hazel Pingree. That
“Pingree’s Potato Patches,” as they came to be known, yielded an estimated $14 000
worth o f produce on only $3 600 of investment in no small part spurred the
implementation of similar programs in other U.S. cities.
Critically, as Lawson (2005) underscores, in addition to resolving a need for food,
such programs also emphasized an educational and reformatory function. There was
concern that groups of laid-off, and therefore idle, workers would engage in subversive
activities like labour organizing. Urban gardens were justified as a means of keeping
unemployed workers occupied and out o f trouble. Moreover, it was felt within
philanthropic circles that encouraging, and in some cases requiring, the poor to work for
their relief would foster values like self-sufficiency, independence, and industriousness,
while discouraging the perceived pernicious tendency for charity to create dependency.
The indolent unemployed could thus be instructed in the values of hard work and selfhelp, preparing them for a future job market (Lawson 2005). Hence, relief gardens not
only supplied the subsistence needs of unemployed workers, but also fulfilled multiple
social roles. In this respect, relief gardens are cast as complementary to capitalism,
ensuring the cost-effective reproduction of the labour force, both materially and socially,
during periods o f economic contraction.
In comparison, the widespread practice o f “War Gardens” and “Victory Gardens”
during the two recognized World Wars involved a repackaging of the relief garden
programs in order to engage the participation of those beyond the urban poor. A
federally-administered nationwide propaganda campaign appealed to citizens’ sense of
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national duty and pride, exhorting people to display their patriotism through gardening.
The primary impetus for such encouragement lay in the hope of having gardens supply a
significant portion of domestic consumption, thereby enabling a greater quantity of food
to be shipped overseas for the war effort (Lawson 2005).
Yet, as in the case of relief gardens, these campaigns also recognized and
mobilized other benefits, beyond the quantity of production, as justification for the
support of garden programs. These lauded secondary returns included the maintenance of
citizenry morale, for gardening both offered a distraction from worrying about loved ones
overseas and enabled individuals to perceive themselves as personally contributing in the
struggle for victory. Gardeners were soldiers too. Advocates further heralded the
importance of gardening for nutritional and physical health through recreational activity
(Lawson 2005). Lawson’s account, however, gives scant attention to economic need.
This oversight is likely due to her focus on organized community gardening and reliance
on records produced by institutions and actors which more directly identified with the
explicit aims of the government. Consequently, there is slight treatment of the more
numerous household gardeners, many o f whom did in fact identify personal need over
patriotism as their reason for gardening (Bentley 1998).
Central to the crisis narrative is the element of impermanence. Subsistenceoriented gardening temporarily addresses a crisis in the prevailing capitalist economic
system, through the maintenance o f the labour force during an economic downturn or as
part of citizen’s patriotic and temporary sacrifice during exceptional wartime
circumstances. The implication of such an understanding, as Sarah Moore’s (2006)
innovative archival research suggests, is the naturalization of the disappearance of
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subsistence-oriented activities following the termination of the precipitating conditions.
In other words, there is a presumption that, with the end of war and/or the resumption of
normal economic activity, city-dwellers naturally abandon the activity of growing their
own food. Moore (2006) questions the empirical basis for such claims, noting the
continual presence o f subsistence gardening in her research site of Columbus, Ohio, from
before the First World War through the Great Depression and the Second World War.
She convincingly argues that the later decline in public participation can be read in terms
of the removal of official support, such as extension services, provision of land, and
formal encouragement and recognition. These withdrawals are guided in turn by the
prevailing discourse that subsistence practices are only necessary and legitimate uses of
urban space during periods of crisis.
Indeed, a re-reading o f Lawson’s (2005) history through Moore’s analytical lens
reveals similar processes. For example, the initial relief garden experiment of Pingree’s
Potato Patches was located on the periphery of the city on land secured through short
term one year leases. The program was always intended to be temporary. With the return
to a “normal” economic state, the city cancelled the program. Should they have desired to
continue, participants were faced with a long commute to land that often was no longer
available. The dramatic decline in garden participation from a wartime high of 21 million
gardens in 1945 can be similarly read. While wartime provisions encouraged the
appropriation of vacant spaces, or “slacker land,” for the production of food, and a
veritable army o f extension agents facilitated this process, the end of conflict marked the
end of such support. Land was often reappropriated for construction and development,
which gardeners, had they wanted to, would have been unlikely to successfully contest,
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as subsistence food production had lost its temporary exaltation as a patriotic duty
(Lawson 2005). Still, without the perspectives of the gardeners themselves, and
elaborations on their reasons for leaving the activity, Moore’s proposed line of reasoning
can only engage in conjecture.
Mary Beth Pudup has reframed this crisis narrative, arguing that the “episodic
history over more than a century suggests community gardening has been a response to
pronounced and recurring cycles of capitalist restructuring” (2006, 1229). Unexpected
crisis becomes expected restructuring. Pudup thereafter contends that contemporary
community garden projects can be read as a response to the incursions of neoliberal
restructuring. In her view, these gardening projects act as “spaces of neoliberal
govemmentality” (2006, 1228), teaching participants to be responsible for their own
welfare, thereby divesting the state of its social responsibilities and facilitating the
rollback of social programs. In this respect, gardens perform a function similar to food
banks, gleaning associations, and other non-governmental initiatives which both act as a
response to and in tandem with neoliberal restructuring. Finally, Pudup proffers that the
discourses of personal transformation and individual responsibility that permeate such
garden projects neatly coincide with the characteristics o f the neoliberal subject as
restricted to that of the individual citizen-consumer. There is a recycling of values which
parallels those connected to gardening even in Mayor Pingree’s time. Gardens prepare
people to be good workers. In other words, in place of a temporary response to an
unexpected crisis, community gardening is held to be firmly integrated into the present
form of capitalism.
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In summary, throughout its recorded history in the so-called North, practices of
subsistence-oriented production have been firmly linked to periodic crises. Urban
agriculture, in these accounts, emerges as a complement to capitalism, temporary or
otherwise, sustaining the prevailing economic system through moments of uncertainty.
Moreover, the envisioning of urban agriculture as temporary generates an understanding
of subsistence practices as abnormal outside of these moments. Urban agriculture thus
plays the role of an integral component o f capitalism that ensures its maintenance in
specific situations, is constructed as the opposite to capitalism outside of these situations,
or is represented as a complement to capitalism enabling the continued production of
subjects socialized to its peculiar exigencies.
In comparison, urban agriculture in the so-called South first emerged as a research
concern for North American and European scholars in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
Subsequent research, largely centered on cities in Africa, identified apparently
burgeoning urban agricultural activity and made a correlation to what they viewed as the
twin causal factors of urbanization and economic crises (Drakakis-Smith, et al. 1995;
Freeman 1991; Maxwell 1998; Mbiba 1995; Obosu-Mensah 1999). These investigations
generally connected the latter to structural adjustment programs: broad slates of policy
prescriptions ostensibly intended to catalyze formal economic activity and often
implemented at the insistence of international lending institutions. However, policies like
reducing social spending, raising interest rates, and liberalizing trade regulations had the
combined effect of increasing unemployment while reducing welfare services. Hence,
analysts interpreted the presence of urban agriculture to be a spontaneous response to this
crisis situation, as the poor and recently unemployed resorted to creative strategies in
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order to meet their basic needs. In principle, following the successful rejuvenation of the
formal economy, urban farmers would presumably abandon their self-provisioning
activities for the more attractive prospect of wage labour (Mbiba 1995; Obosu-Mensah
1999).
Urbanization, in this reading, compounds the problem. An increased urban
population results in greater competition for increasingly scarce wage employment.
Moreover, because many of the new urban residents are migrants from the countryside,
they presumably naturally turn to farming to meet their basic needs. Kwaku ObosuMensah, addressing urban agriculture in Accra, Ghana, described the process in terms of
“cultural lag”, or the reproduction of rural practices in an urban environment (1999, 18).
David Drakakis-Smith’s (1991) assessment of Kenyan urban food production followed a
similar line of reasoning, dividing practices into subsistence and market-oriented
production. The subsistence variety, for him, “relates to production and consumption
which occur outside the market economy, a direct production and consumption linkage
within the household that was considered to be more typical of rural areas, particularly of
precapitalist systems” (Drakakis-Smith 1991, 53). He went on to argue that it is only in
“relative backwaters o f development that urban subsistence can be seen at its most
intense” (1991, 55). In this light, subsistence urban agriculture is cast as a remnant
practice o f a more traditional economy, the opposite of capitalism, which again will
presumably disappear with development.
This distinction is reflective of a specific manner o f conceptualizing development,
which tracks the relative progress of the “South” against particular depictions of the
historical experience o f the “North.” For instance, Beacon Mbiba (1995), in one of the
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few explicit comparisons across the North/South boundary, compared contemporary
practices o f urban agriculture in Zimbabwe to the history of allotment gardening in the
United Kingdom. In his view, the absence of official organization (gardening groups,
cooperatives, allotment associations, philanthropic groups) and the connection of urban
cultivation to necessity indicated that Zimbabwe reflected the state of development in
Europe 150 years prior. Ultimately, he concluded that urban agriculture in Zimbabwe
“could be playing a role in sustaining households during tough economic conditions.
Once the decaying economic conditions have been reversed, cultivation would die a slow
and natural death. Or it would possibly remain as an activity of sentimental value to a few
nostalgic individuals; that is moving from a ‘rescue’ activity to a ‘recreational one’”
(Mbiba 1995, 152). The teleology present in this statement is evident. Eventually, Mbiba
holds, the formal sector will incorporate these future wage labourers. In the meantime,
city-dwellers are able to secure their present survival through urban subsistence
production.
A further possible conception of urban agriculture emerges in the discussion of
market-oriented production as a component of the informal sector. Characterized by
minimal entry requirements, a reliance on labour over capital, extralegal operation, and
an emphasis on social connections, the informal sector is generally described in relation
to the formal wage sector. Obosu-Mensah summarizes the argument as follows:
The existence of the informal sector (to which urban agriculture belongs)
is essential for the profitable operation of the formal sector of most
national economies. It provides the cheap goods and services for poorly
paid workers. In addition, it sustains the reserve army of workers for
eventual employment by the government and capitalists. (1999, 6)
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By highlighting linkages between urban food production, inexpensive informal food
vending, and downwards pressure on wages in the formal sector, Daniel Freeman (1991)
echoes these sentiments. Such arguments position urban agriculture as integral to
capitalism, enabling further accumulation, both in the present and in the future by
ensuring the reproduction of prospective labourers and supplementing wages.
A final view of market-oriented activities cast them as “petty or fully-capitalized
production systems” (Drakakis-Smith 1991, 53). In other words, production for a market
is the same as capitalism. It is only a matter of scale, degree of capitalization, and profit
margin. In this regard, investment in and development of the urban agriculture sector
could potentially generate jobs and income.
This perspective has been ascendant in recent years and moves away from a view
o f urban agriculture as a mere crisis response or symptom of underdevelopment and
instead focuses on its capacity to form an integral component of a sustainable
development1 strategy, highlighting the commercial prospects and environmental benefits
(Girardet 2008; Mougeot 2006; Smit, et al. 2001). Sustainable development, in this vein
o f reasoning, promotes a project of continued capitalist economic growth that seeks to
reduce energy inputs and waste by-products. Importantly, this framing ties both “North”
and “South” together in pursuit of the same goals.

1 The concept o f sustainable development emerged out o f the 1987 UN-convened World Commission on
the Environment and Development. The commission recognized that maintaining future economic growth
relied upon the earth’s continued capacity to provide the requisite environmental resources and act as a
waste sink. The solution identified in the commission’s final report, Our Common Future, was sustainable
development, defined as “development that meets the needs o f the present without compromising the
ability o f future generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and
Development. 1987, 19).
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Specifically with respect to cities and urban agriculture, the later formulation of
the concept of “ecological footprint” provided a language and a visualization which
represented cities as dependent upon the extraction of resources from far flung
hinterlands, and generators of waste products that similarly need to be disposed of
elsewhere. A city’s “footprint” depicts the estimated surface area required to supply a
city’s raw material and waste sink needs. A related concept of “Food Miles” emphasized
the distant provenance of cities’ food supplies. The energy costs for transportation,
refrigeration, and loss due to spoilage, and the concomitant environmental costs of such a
food regime were highlighted (Girardet 2008). The question of sustainable development,
hence, came to mean how to reduce a city’s ecological footprint by reducing the quantity
of materials used in their maintenance, the quantity of waste produced, and the distance
to both resources and waste disposal sites.
Because of its unique location, urban agriculture came to be viewed as holding the
potential to address all of these concerns, while simultaneously generating income and
livelihood. Jac Smit and Joe Nasr (1992) published an influential article that reflects
much of this shift in thinking. They repackaged urban agriculture as an “industry,” which
made effective use of the waste products of urban centres, particularly waste water and
organic wastes, in order to produce food within city boundaries, thereby reducing the
energy costs typically associated with food transportation (Smit and Nasr 1992, 142). In
this respect, urban agriculture ostensibly bridges the North/South division, as cities in
both hemispheres are held to benefit from the appropriate implementation of urban
agriculture. In reality, however, the division remains, as rapid urbanization and
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population growth in the “South” are held to necessitate a more urgent response
(Mougeot 2006).
This reformulation of urban agriculture by Smit and Nasr spawned an expansive
research program, directed in large part by Canada’s International Development Research
Centre (IDRC), which acted in close concert with the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) (Mougeot 2006; Smit, et al. 2001). The research program primarily
concerned itself with the technical aspects of urban agriculture, such as how to more
efficiently use water and waste resources, improve the quality and quantity of food
produced in a given area, generate employment through the formalization and regulation
of urban agricultural practices, and the extension of technical training and finance to
urban producers (Redwood 2009). Urban agriculture was to become firmly entrenched in
the development agenda.
A major concern was the construction of appropriate policy instruments to
encourage the development of the right kind of urban agriculture: market oriented
production. Mark Redwood recently lamented that a “lack of strong economic data on
UA [urban agriculture] is a major weakness impeding its entry into acceptance,
particularly to economic planners” (2009, 15). Note that the term “economic data” refers
to the cash value o f urban based production. There is overwhelming attention paid to the
productive capacity o f urban agriculture, both in terms of the quantity and cash value of
food grown and raised and in terms of its ability to recycle wastes efficiently, easing the
burden on landfills and other disposal mechanisms. Returning to Gibson-Graham, this
treatment of urban agriculture firmly integrates the activity into capitalism, albeit of a
greener variety. Using this logic, urban farmers everywhere become skilled
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entrepreneurs, who, with the right assistance and investment will potentially generate
significant wealth, in an environmentally-friendly manner.
Conclusion, Methods, and Analysis
Taking seriously Gibson-Graham’s caution that capitalocentric thinking can in
fact obviate the presence of economic difference leads to the following: a warning against
presuming city-dwellers’ motivations for engaging in urban food production and their
perception of benefits; and a need to approach the characterization of urban agriculture as
a response to crisis with a degree of scepticism. Framed differently, Gibson-Graham
justify an ethnographic examination of these themes.
The following is a thesis which, while not discounting the significance of
differing economic and political contexts, the importance of the experience of crisis, the
relative power imbalance between the so-called North and South, or even the potential of
an emerging sustainability ethic in urban gardens, appreciates the specificities in each
context and is grounded in the hopes and desires of urban gardeners and small-animal
raisers. Throughout, I privilege the perceptions of those engaged in the real and creative
work of producing food inside the city: the urban farmers, gardeners, and small-animal
raisers with whom I spent significant time over the summer of 2010. During this period, I
conducted nineteen unstructured and recorded interviews (8 in Havana and 11 in Detroit)
as well as numerous informal interviews with urban food producers. I further visited
twenty-seven different urban agricultural sites (15 in Havana and 12 in Detroit), where I
engaged in participant-observation. In both cities, institutions involved in the promotion
o f urban agriculture were apprehensive about my research. However, in general, most
producers were open to my presence and questions. My participation in the daily and
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weekly garden and animal-related chores, cutting grass for rabbits under the hot Havana
sun, experiencing the potent sting of santanilla (a diminutive ant that all too often
dropped from overhanging branches, inflicting pain grossly disproportionate to its
stature), building greenhouses, harvesting vegetables, rotating compost piles, and digging
garden beds, was essential to establishing rapport.
In the body o f this thesis, I recount these experiences, my resultant observations,
and the perceptions of producers gathered through conversations and interviews,
whenever possible focusing on individual stories. This is a conscious decision, as I try to
provide as much detail as the space will allow in order to reinforce the two central themes
of this thesis: the inability of dominant narratives to capture the distinctiveness and multi
dimensionality o f experience, motivations, and vision present in sites of urban
agriculture, and the idea of place-making as a process. Not all of the stories of gardeners
and small-animal raisers with whom I worked are included in this thesis. As a writer and
researcher, I faced the difficult decision of acting as the final gatekeeper in selecting
whose stories to represent. I consciously selected those which expressed an experience or
opinion markedly different from others. Privileging those stories which illustrate
diversity is an important component of the overall argument. Capturing process, on the
other hand, often requires a degree of time-depth. Hence, I also tended to include the
stories o f those with whom I had extended contact. This is not to suggest, however, that
the perspectives and experiences of those not included were less influential in shaping the
final product. While undeniably unique, there are also elements of every producer,
gardener, farmer, and dreamer present in the stories of others.
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I turn now to a discussion o f the historical and contemporary relations that form
the cities o f Havana and Detroit and from which practices o f urban food production
emerge, an examination of the representations of urban agriculture in each city, and an
elaboration o f how some urban farmers perceive their practices differently.
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Chapter 2: Detroit
Introduction
Present practices of growing food inside Detroit, and the garden places that these
practices form, are intimately connected to the historical and present relations that have
shaped and are shaping the contemporary city. In the first section of this chapter, I sketch
a portion o f this history, describing how the relations that formed Detroit are reflected in
the city landscape. I then examine how representations of urban agriculture in Detroit,
whether in news media, public forums, or research publications, focus on the feature of
vacancy in the city, constructing a narrative that connects urban food production to
economic crisis and, more prevalent recently, potential green economic growth. The
ensuing discussion demonstrates how both narratives reflect what Gibson-Graham
identify as a discourse o f capitalocentrism, positioning urban agriculture as either a
response to a crisis in capitalism or simply another form of the dominant economic
system.
I then move to investigate the practices and perceptions of urban food producers
in Detroit. I demonstrate how the narratives of crisis and green capitalism are both
reflected in and troubled by the activities of urban farmers. Alternatively, I propose that
the practice of urban agriculture in Detroit is better understood as a place-making project,
where place is understood to be relationally produced, imagined, enacted, and
experienced. The gardens of Detroit emerge from the intersections of the historical
relations that have formed the city and simultaneously produce new relations between
neighbours, city residents, newcomers, and distant others. The gardens are also shown to
be the physical enactment of the hoped-for futures imagined by their caretakers.
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A Trip through Detroit: History in Place
One of my frequent routes though the city, transporting me from my temporary
home in the neighbourhood of Woodbridge to a community garden in Northeast Detroit,
passed by visible markers of the complex relations that have produced the present-day
city. I would begin by traveling east on Warren Avenue, riding by streets bearing the
family names of the early French settlers, Brush, Beaubien, St. Antoine, Rivard, and
Riopelle, whose narrow ribbon farms stretched north from the Detroit River until they
were eventually annexed by the growing city (Burton and Quaife 1951). Far from
relegated to a distant past, this history o f farming activity has served as inspiration for
many urban gardeners and farmers, who frequently made reference to ribbon farms when
justifying their present practices of growing food inside the city. Their arguments were
not framed in terms of reverting to an imagined idyllic past, but rather served as a
commentary that the notion of excluding food production from cities reflects a particular
modem definition the urban world.
Occasionally, a short detour would bring me by the decaying monolith of the
Packard plant. Once the headquarters of the Packard Motor Company, the sprawling
multi-story complex is now one of the more photographed industrial mins in Detroit. As
Thomas Morton (2009) lampoons , the resulting images are often used to tell a story of a
city in dramatic decline because of the recent struggles in the American auto industry.
While a common position (Kannan, et al. 1982; Maynard 2003), the fact that the
independent manufacturer of luxury automobiles shuttered its East Grand Boulevard
facility in 1956, well before the challenge of competition from imports and in the midst
of the supposed postwar boom, troubles such an argument (Ward 1995). Still, the history
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of the site and the demise o f the company are intimately entangled with the development
and shape of present-day Detroit.
Packard was one of many automobile start-ups that located in this burgeoning
industrial city at the turn of the 20th century. Detroit’s proximity to shipping lanes, rail
lines, and raw materials, together with a well-developed industrial infrastructure and a
large number o f resident potential investors, cemented the city’s position as the home of
the nascent auto industry (Farley, et al. 2000). Detroit’s population swelled as migrants
were drawn by the prospects of employment, including large numbers of southern blacks.
Packard was one o f the first manufacturers to employ this largely excluded populace in
significant numbers. However, following discriminatory trends in the industry, the
company restricted the new hires to the most dangerous and dirtiest jobs, such as foundry
work and spraying and sanding car bodies (Meier and Rudwick 1979). Later, as wartime
labour needs trumped practices of discrimination, employment prospects would largely
improve for blacks, although Packard remained resistant to their promotion. In fact, it
was rumoured that the Packard union local was organized by the KKK, who organized a
sit-down strike in response to the promotion of two such workers in 1941 (Kersten 2000).
The later closing of the plant in 1956 was symptomatic of broader changes
occurring in the industry. “The Big Three” of Ford, General Motors, and Chrysler had
entered into fierce competition for market share, instituting frequent model changes to
attract consumers, a strategy which smaller companies like Packard could not afford.
Similarly, the implementation of automation technologies, which promised to reduce
labour costs and, more importantly, the strength of the labour unions, required
considerable investment and favoured sprawling single level floor plans. While Packard
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did invest heavily in an automated engine line and negotiated deals to secure access to
other manufacturing facilities, the company was ultimately unsuccessful in its bid to
remain afloat (Ward 1995). By the time Packard closed its doors, Ford, General Motors,
and Chrysler had already constructed twenty new factories in the more spacious suburbs,
drawing with them numerous smaller associated industries. Capital flight from the
formerly industrial city was well underway (Darden 1987).
This large-scale relocation would not have been possible without another lessphotographed city landmark that my commute would take me over, the Chrysler Freeway
and the interstate system to which it connected. This massive federally-funded
infrastructure project, together with improvements in truck transportation, liberated
industry from its former reliance on rail lines for the shipment of bulk goods. The
network also facilitated the movement o f people, on the wheels of rising automobile
ownership. Workers were able to live at greater distances from their places of
employment, and across the U.S. many who could afford to do so left the city for the
cleaner air of the suburbs (Lewis 1997). In Detroit, this translated to an exodus of
500,000 residents, nearly entirely white, between 1950 and 1960. This migration initiated
the eventual inversion of the city’s demographic makeup, shifting from predominantly
white to black (Widick 1989).
Where the freeway system facilitated the mobility of largely white middle class
residents, in Detroit, its construction devastated black neighbourhoods. Detroit’s black
residents, both new arrivals and established populations, had long faced residential
restrictions that sharply demarcated neighbourhoods along racial lines (Sugrue 1996).
Most famously, these included the blatantly racist real estate covenants, clauses attached
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to property deeds which forbade “racial minorities” from purchasing or occupying homes
within specific neighbourhoods. While powerfully symbolic, these covenants were
vulnerable to court challenges. More effective were subtle means of exclusion. For
instance, white realtors simply refused to show homes to blacks. Additionally, federal
housing policy rated neighbourhoods with “ethnic” populations as “hazardous,”
providing the justification for banks to deny loans or mortgages to black residents
(Sugrue 1996, 44). Consequently, large numbers were crammed into a 60 square block
area on the lower East Side ironically termed “Paradise Valley.” With public housing yet
to be supported and the potential for home ownership largely impossible, the residential
situation for the majority was an overpriced, substandard rental unit owned by an
absentee slumlord with no financial incentive to invest in maintenance. The few who did
own their homes were unable to qualify for home improvement loans, and the aesthetic of
the neighbourhoods soon conformed to and reinforced stereotypes long held by whites.
The Chrysler Freeway project itself cut through the heart of “Paradise Valley,” as urban
development became a thinly veiled code for the eviction and dispossession of poor
blacks (Sugrue 1996).
The collective impact of these changes is written on the landscape of the city.
From the freeway overpass to my eventual destination in Northeast Detroit, I would pass
by boarded-up homes, derelict commercial strips and industrial buildings, and stretches
o f vacant lots, a testament to the lockstep exodus of people and capital that began in the
1950s. This short and deliberately selective journey through the city and its sites
illustrates parts of the complex formation of Detroit as colonial outpost, centre of
industry, and now partially abandoned space. Although far from an exhaustive history, it
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indicates that the processes of city formation were influenced by a confluence of factors
including political decisions in Washington and City Hall, the desires of workers for the
greener spaces of suburban homes, struggles between capital and labour, processes of
institutionalized racism which promoted segregation in workplaces and residences, and
technological developments. This description, however, captures a significant but
admittedly narrow portion of the city’s history: that of movement. Overlooked are the
perspectives and experiences of many who have stayed behind by choice and
circumstance, and those who have returned, or in some cases migrated to the city. Some
of these residents are presently engaging in projects that are remaking the city, as was the
case in the final destination of this trip through the city, a community garden.
Tucked away on a quiet street, just blocks from a main thoroughfare in Northeast
Detroit, a small hand-painted sign signals this community garden’s existence. The
neighbourhood resembles many others in the city. A few obviously well-tended and
cared-for homes are scattered about a landscape dominated by expanses of contiguous
vacant lots in different stages of ecological succession, as nature’s early colonizers take
root in the infertile backfill used to bury demolished house foundations. Interspersed
throughout are abandoned and boarded-up structures in various states of decay, whose
unheralded end is frequently hastened by the work o f scrappers gleaning anything that
remains o f value. In this landscape, the neat grid of raised garden beds planted in careful
rows of leafy collards, riotous patches o f nasturtiums, tangles o f tomatoes, and lofty okra
capped in yellow blossoms protrudes noticeably.
Yet, it is the surrounding vacancy and decay that dominates discussions about
Detroit, persistently represented as a city in crisis and decline. Urban agriculture is
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thereby seen to be motivated primarily by an experience o f crisis. More recently—
particularly following the proposal of a wealthy, local financier to operate a large-scale
farming operation inside the city— the conversation has shifted to present urban
agriculture as a component for a future green economy. It is the construction of these
narratives o f crisis and green capitalism - through news media, academic literature, and
public forums pertaining to urban agriculture in Detroit - which I now move to examine.
"The Tragedy ofD etroit”: Crisis and Urban Agriculture in 'The Motor C ity’
Two silhouetted figures walk down a street littered with garbage and strewn with
construction debris. Shot from above, the figures are dwarfed by the towering structures
of the obviously decaying industrial buildings that flank the street, windows broken and
entire sections of wall absent. The apparent devastation stretches to the horizon. This
image graces the cover of Time Magazine’s October 5, 2009 issue, and the newsweekly’s
characteristic large block headline reads, “The Tragedy o f Detroit.” This special issue
marked the beginning of Assignment Detroit, a year-long exposé on the city. The lead
article set the tone, relating the familiar story o f zenith and collapse. Replete with images
of abandoned buildings, it described how the formerly booming manufacturing centre
came to resemble a scene from a “postapocalyptic nightmare” (Okrent 2009, 28).
The author, a former Detroit resident, Daniel Okrent, attributed the blame for this
transition to the usual array of causes. He acknowledged the practices of racism that
prevented black Detroiters from partaking in the city’s prosperity, culminating in the
1967 riot that sent the white populace fleeing to the suburbs. Okrent also indicted the
later combative politics o f black mayor Coleman Young, arguing that he refused to
engage in fruitful cooperation with the suburbs and instead pursued a “politics of
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revenge” (Okrent 2009, 31). The most significant portion of blame, however, fell on the
now moribund auto industry. The unrealistic wage and benefit demands of labour unions
and the willingness o f regional politicians to acquiesce to industry lobbying, rather than
leading through legislation requiring better fuel efficiency and safety standards, led to a
complacent auto sector ultimately unable to keep pace with foreign competition. As jobs
left the city, people followed, the collective departure leaving vacant holes. As went the
American auto industry, so went the city of Detroit, or so the story goes.
This is a common position. The city’s well-known moniker is “The Motor City.”
Indeed, “Detroit” has long been journalistic shorthand for the auto corporations, evincing
the strong association between the city and the industry. Micheline Maynard, in a recent
book whose title, The End o f Detroit, clearly plays on this connection, argues that the
quality and reliability of imports, together with their responsiveness to market demands
and the changing nature o f the “new global economy,” provoked the decline of Detroit’s
main industry and thereby the demise o f the city (2003, 27). While in agreement in
principle, Kannan et. al (1982) suggest that this “new” economy is actually dated. Their
1982 book, Downsizing Detroit, had already highlighted competition between U.S. labour
and increasingly skilled workers in other countries as a factor in the downfall of “The Big
Three.” In their opinion, however, this change “should be viewed as part of the historic
transition from a manufacturing to service-oriented economy” (Kannan, et al. 1982, 5).
Regardless o f the start date, the persistent focus on the auto industry in this history reifies
the role of capital in Detroit’s evolution, and indeed naturalizes the present state of the
city. It is either the inability of American car manufacturers to compete, an ordinary
occurrence in free-market thinking, or the supposedly natural trajectory of capitalism
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from industry-driven to knowledge-based that explains the present state of the city. The
crisis evident in the city is hence presented as one produced by capitalism.
It follows from this line of reasoning that urban agriculture emerges in response to
this crisis, as the struggles of industry reverberate throughout the city. In 2007 the last
major chain grocer closed its stores in Detroit, an apparent consequence of a dwindling
population, persistent unemployment, and the limited purchasing power of many
remaining residents (Harrison 2009). Although there are still many smaller independent
grocers in the city, a study by research consultant Mari Gallagher (2007) analyzed the
distribution of food retailers in the city and concluded that much of the city is a “food
desert.” This means that that many residents must travel at least twice as far to reach a
grocery store selling fresh produce than to reach a “fringe” retailer like a liquor or
convenience store that sells largely processed foods. As Gallagher argues, this is a reality
with significant health consequences for all Detroit residents, as even those who can
afford to purchase healthier food often have limited access. Growing food in backyard
and community gardens is seen as a means to ameliorate this situation. Indeed, a later
article as part of Time’s Assignment Detroit makes precisely this assertion, stating that
“Detroiters have responded to this crisis. Huge amounts of vacant land has [szc] led to a
resurgence in urban farming” (Hargreaves 2009).
Several articles in major newspapers, both national and international, have echoed
this correlation between economic crisis, available space, and urban farming. As though
following a script, vivid descriptions o f scenes o f devastation - dilapidated buildings,
rusting factories, homes with broken windows, and large swathes of the city returning to
“urban prairie” - set the stage for stories about urban farmers tilling the soil and sowing
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seeds, their actions part of a larger narrative of the city’s rebirth. Urban agriculture in
these accounts, while still linked to the crisis that has befallen the city, often becomes a
component of Detroit’s possible future economic revitalization. Frequently emphasised in
this respect were the potential for profit, job creation, and the generation of tax revenue
through market-oriented urban farming (Harris 2010; Porter 2009; Runk 2010; Saulny
2010). Growing food inside the city moved from crisis response to potential economic
engine for a new green economy. It is this narrative that I now move to examine.
“The Business o f Urban Agriculture": Vacancy, Opportunity, and Entrepreneurship
Thirty thousand empty acres comprised of two hundred thousand vacant parcels.
These were the figures undergirding a panel discussion on “The Business of Urban
Agriculture,” held in a conference room at the University of Michigan Dearborn on an
early spring morning in March 2010. Speaking to a largely white crowd that included a
mix o f students, businesspersons, and non-profit advocates, one of the panellists, John
Hantz, a wealthy financial manager and Detroit resident, declared: “Vacant land is a train
wreck. And what I mean by that is it destroys value, it destroys communities. When it
doesn’t have a purpose, it becomes things like dumpsites. But worse, the worst part of
vacant land is it consumes the city’s resources.”
However, what distinguished the tenor of this particular event was the framing of
vacancy in terms of opportunity, entrepreneurship, and development. At issue was the
potential for urban agriculture to productively utilize hitherto vacant land, generating
needed employment, tax revenue, and fresh, local produce for underserved city residents.
Panellists highlighted the emerging market for local, sustainably grown produce, the
capacity of urban agriculture to recycle city waste, and the importance o f improving the
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regulatory and support framework for future ventures. Numbers were cited that spoke to
the jobs that could be created and revenue generated by producing more food locally.
Ideas like high-tech research parks for experimenting with growing practices, retrofitting
empty buildings for hydroponic production, and developing model commercial farms
were also entertained. Detroit, it was suggested, could become a destination for
researchers, city planners, and even tourists interested in the field of urban agriculture.
Hantz in particular emphasized how large scale for-profit production would
remove acres o f land from circulation, eliminating the maintenance burden on city coffers
and more importantly correcting malfunctioning land markets that permanently depressed
land values. He was, moreover, prepared to move beyond discussion and into production.
His proposal to personally invest $30 million in the acquisition of land and the
establishment o f “the largest urban farm in the world” had already attracted significant
attention. An article in Fortune Magazine outlined his plans for a hyper-modem urban
farm of the future, with vegetables planted in designs and apple trees trained to grow
along trellises, allowing visitors to stroll down the aisles. Accompanying the article was
an artist’s depiction that included crops growing under geodesic domes and in vertical
farms (Whitford 2009). This proposal had a number of people involved in the non-profit
sector concerned, and the distrust was evident in the not infrequent heckling and
questions from the audience at the panel discussion that compared Hantz’s farm to a
“land grab.”
Undeterred, the perhaps unlikely farming entrepreneur made it clear that this
future farm was about more than the jobs, fresh produce, and tax revenue that it would
generate. While all important aspects o f the venture, the primary hope was that it would
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also act as a catalyst to attract further investment in the city. “Capital is a major part of
our problem,” he proclaimed, “and capital gets tired of being insulted the same as
nonprofits get tired of being insulted. There’s a time that sooner or later you pack up and
say, I think I’ll go do something else.” Contained in this statement is an allusion both to
historic capital flight in Detroit and to the cool reception that Hantz’s proposal had
received from the non-profit sector, hinting that Hantz too would take his capital
elsewhere. The key to the city’s revival, in the financier’s view, was creating the
necessary conditions to attract capital, including his own.
However, in spite of this apparent rift between non-profit and for-profit actors,
interest in the entrepreneurial potential o f urban agriculture is evident in both camps. In
fact, several of the non-profit agencies in the city had also been working on similar
market-oriented projects, although smaller in scale and framed within a language of
meeting social goals. These endeavours had, in fact, been highlighted at a parallel
conference hosted weeks earlier that featured several prominent members of the non
profit sector. Malik Yakini of the Detroit Black Community Food Security Network
(DBCFSN) described the situation as follows:
There’s great economic potential for urban ag in Detroit, and many people
see that. And all of the people who see that potential don’t have the
objective o f empowering the community in which that potential
exists.. .So we think that it’s very important as we look at this idea of the
economic empowerment o f Detroit through urban agriculture that we
make sure that it’s framed in such a way that the people living in Detroit
benefit from it, and it doesn’t become another way to exploit Detroiters.
(University of Michigan Dearborn 2010)
He outlined the efforts o f his organization in pursuing this objective through the
operation of a two-acre farm on the Westside of Detroit, produce from which was sold at
fanners’ markets throughout the city, to Detroit Public Schools, as well as directly to
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individuals and restaurants. He further explained that the group also had plans for making
their farm an agrotourism destination, educating visitors about urban agriculture and
organic methods such as composting, water conservation, and season extension.
In parallel fashion, Ashley Atkinson, the director o f urban agriculture for The
Greening o f Detroit2, informed o f how her organization was breaking ground on a threeacre farm at Detroit’s Eastern Market. Their comparable intention was to develop a
model site that would showcase various growing practices as well as formulate and
demonstrate a viable business plan that future market gardens could mimic. The Greening
expected the project to generate $40 000 in net revenue in the first year of operation. In
addition to this model site, the non-profit organization operated Grown in Detroit, a
marketing cooperative composed of approximately ninety gardeners. Through the co-op,
members were able to sell a portion, or all, of their produce at four weekly farmer’s
markets and to a dozen supportive restaurants in the city.
These ventures represent an admittedly small segment of the activities and
programs run by both organizations. The Greening of Detroit, in particular, plays a
significant role in managing the very successful Garden Resource Program. This program
is a collaborative project between several institutions and non-profits that supplies seeds,
transplants, and tools to private and community gardens for a nominal membership fee.
Various individual and institutional partners also offer gardening and food related
workshops as part o f the program, However, the nascent interest in market-oriented
production does parallel that in the for-profit sector. Such interest constructs urban food
2 The Greening o f Detroit is a non-profit organization established in 1989 dedicated to the “reforestation”
o f Detroit. The organization’s mandate has since expanded to include a variety o f environmental and
educational programming including significant support for community and family gardens (Greening of
Detroit 2011).
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production as both a response to the deep economic crisis in Detroit, and as a building
block for a future green economy. Underscored by both sectors, in this regard, are the
potential profitability of urban farms and their positive spin-off effects for community
and city development. Urban farmers are consequently recast as entrepreneurs taking
advantage o f a market niche and the low costs to entry due to the relative availability of
land. This shift in the positioning of urban agriculture in Detroit effectively integrates the
activities of urban food producers into the dominant economic system, reproducing a
discourse of capitalocentrism. I turn now to examine the traction these representations
hold in the practices and perceptions of gardeners and farmers in Detroit.
O f Collard Greens, Vacant Lots, and Urban Farmyard Dreams
I look at a vacant lot and I see a garden, I see rows of, you know,
tomatoes. I see rows of collard greens, peppers. You know. Some lots I
look at, like comer lots, I look at comer lots and think that would be a nice
place to put a flower garden, because I'm into beautification, you know.
But, yeah, I do. It's crazy, sometimes. It's addictive. It's definitely
addictive...3
- Gary4, Detroit, September 24, 2010
Gary, along with his mother Marilyn, tends to the community garden that was the final
destination of my trip through Detroit described earlier. In the above quote, Gary shares
an experience o f dreaming brought about through the activity o f gardening in the city. In
this section I discuss a number of urban agricultural sites like Gary and Marilyn’s, tracing
the intersections of the dreams of gardeners, the activities of growing food, and the places
of the gardens, their neighbourhoods, and the city. I demonstrate how the narratives of

3 The excerpts o f informal conversations and recorded interviews included in this thesis were sometimes
responses to specific questions or, quite frequently, the result o f volunteered information on the part o f the
producer.
4 All names o f gardeners are pseudonyms.
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crisis and green capitalism discussed earlier are both reflected in, but ultimately
destabilized by, the food producing activities and self-perceptions of gardeners. Instead, I
show how practices of urban agriculture can be better understood as place-making
projects, intimately connected to the networks o f relations described prior from which the
gardens grow and the dynamic dreams that their tenders have for their neighbourhoods
and the city.

Gary and Marilyn
To begin, I turn to Gary and Marilyn’s project. Its thirty-one raised beds of
vegetables and flowers sit on a comer lot that was formerly occupied by a small bakery,
one of many commercial or residential structures now absent in the largely black
neighbourhood. Indeed, it was partly in response to this vacancy and the ensuing
problems o f dumping that Gary planted the first seeds in 2008, drawing on a tradition of
cultivation that he traces back to his great-great-great-grandfather who was freed in 1867
in South Carolina. Having recently returned home to live with his mother and
grandmother after losing his job, Gary remembers being moderately shocked by the
condition of the street where he grew up. Now in his late 30s, Gary describes his decision
to plant a garden as, “I just wanted to keep it clean. I figured if I put a garden in there, if
there was food, people would take the food and not put the trash by the food.” From the
initial humble planting of collards and flowers, the project has blossomed into two
community gardens complete with a greenhouse, chicken coop, and goat pen, an orchard,
and the beginnings of a community centre that is reclaiming an empty storefront. The
expansion, Gary says, was driven by his becoming aware that many in his neighbourhood
were facing the difficult decision of paying for medicine, heating, and housing, or buying
food. He figured the latter was something he could help with through the garden.
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There is much in this description to suggest a reading o f this garden space through
the lens of crisis: the location of the garden on a vacant lot, Gary’s recent unemployment,
and the need that he recognizes in the community being a few easily identifiable
indicators. That the pair also tends to a kitchen garden in their side yard for household
provisioning and market sale could likewise be interpreted as indicative of an emergent
entrepreneurial urban agriculture. However, the actions, perceptions, and memories of
Gary and Marilyn, and the physical and lively features of their gardens suggest a different
story. Collectively, they indicate a dynamic vision for a neighbourhood future, rooted in
the relations that have formed the city and the neighbourhood, and expressed and enacted
through the garden.
The concern for the well-being o f his neighbours that prompted the expansion of
the community garden also causes Gary to be critical about what he perceives to be a
current overemphasis on commercialization.
[M]ost of the time when you talk to people that's growing food, or the
urban agriculture movement, or food movement, and it always goes back
to, like, economics, which I understand because you have to have money
sometimes to, you know, buy seeds, or buy whatever you need to be able
to work it, work the garden, and, you know, stuff like that. I'd have to say,
99% of the people when you talk to them about urban agriculture, they
talk about selling. You know, selling..selling the produce, and making
money off that. To me, I think we should be looking at how to change the
food system first.
Changing the food system for Gary means addressing how and what kind of food is
produced and distributed. In this respect it is not solely about access as addressed by
Gallagher’s (2007) study, in terms of distance from a grocery store. As Gary points out,
there is a grocery store just down the street. Instead, access is defined in terms of
affordability, which causes Gary to question the large price differential between local,
organically grown produce and conventionally grown. From his perspective, fresh,
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healthy produce ought to be priced within the means o f neighbourhood residents, which
might mean free or close to free.
This is not to suggest the absence o f a desire to earn some supplementary income
through sale from the home kitchen/market garden. However, in this regard Gary views
the community and kitchen gardens as two interconnected yet distinct projects. The
community garden entails the production o f food for the community among other goals,
while the kitchen garden is personal. The sale o f produce from the latter does not
diminish the availability of food from the former. Furthermore, together the gardens
address what Gary newly perceives as vulnerability in the Detroit food system. Referring
to the blackout of 2003, that affected an extensive area of the North-eastern United States
and Ontario, Canada, Gary recalls:
A couple of years ago, the power went out. And, three days with no
power. People were going crazy. You know, the stores shut down. And, I
think about if it was another day or two of that, you know, what would
people do? [...] I think, you know, part of being sustainable is that if
something like that happened, you know, you should still be able to
survive.
Gardening and raising food animals thus becomes a manner of securing a modicum of
control over one’s food supply, which forms part of Gary’s definition of sustainability
and informs his vision for a different food system. Where the narrative of crisis emerges
in this commentary, it does so most prominently as a possible future eventuality.
Importantly, as the following discussion illustrates, the present condition of the
neighbourhood, while distressing, is not defined by Gary in terms of crisis.
One afternoon as we worked on sinking in 4x4 posts to secure a fence around the
chicken coop, Gary received a phone call from a group wanting to do a documentary. It
was not the first such solicitation Gary had received. Just the other day, he had been
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contacted by a Mexican woman looking to do a counter piece to “hopeless Detroit
stories.” Gary is generally open to most requests, a fact to which my presence can attest.
However, he gets upset with stories that paint urban agriculture in terms of “look what
we’ve been reduced to,” establishing a development trajectory that has Detroit at a zenith
during the boom years of the auto industry and since then experiencing a slow precipitous
decline. “I played kick the can in most of these lots as a kid,” he says, indicating that
vacancy is not a new phenomenon. Indeed, from Gary and Marilyn’s perspective, there is
considerable continuity in their food producing activities within both the remembered
past and the projected future.
A wizened pear tree on the lot next to the future community center hints at the
past practices o f growing food. Both Gary and Marilyn can remember when the
neighbourhood was home to a large Polish and Italian immigrant community with
predilections for big gardens and fruit trees. Gary recalls mischievously sneaking into
neighbours’ yards as a kid and filling his shirt with fruit: plums, pears, peaches, and
cherries. In their own family, Marilyn’s father kept a garden, a transplanting o f an
activity he was accustomed to from his life in South Carolina before he migrated to
Detroit. At that time, however, Marilyn did not participate. “I spited it for a while,” she
says with a chuckle. Her mother-in-law was also a gardener, and it is from her that Gary
first learned as child. These recollections do more than connect Gary and Marilyn’s
current activities to earlier urban food production. They also relate a particular
remembering o f the neighbourhood - as racially mixed, neighbourly, and safe, where
parents were unconcerned about their children roaming the streets. This remembering
plays an important role in Gary and Marilyn’s dreams o f what the neighbourhood will
look like in the future, and informs the actions undertaken in their pursuit.
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For there certainly have been changes in the neighbourhood. Not the drastic
changes evocative of crisis, but rather gradual shifts. For Marilyn, it is only since her
recent retirement from a local bank that she has paused to reflect on the present state of
her home:
You know, you work, come home, you get up, go to work, then you come
back home, and it's just been in the last, maybe five years that I’ve really
had a chance to look around the neighbourhood and see what's missing.
And, it's very...very distressing, you know. It hurts. Every time I ride
down the street I say, ‘I remember there was a house here, a house here.’
And sometimes I wonder, ‘What happened to all the people? Where did
they go?’
Gary relates the changes in terms of the deterioration of social relations and a loss of
“neighbourliness” :
At one point it was..it was bad. Not bad as far as crime. It's never been like
a high crime area. But, people wasn't neighborly. It didn't feel like a
neighborhood anymore. It was, you know, nobody talked to each other.
Barely waved. Barely spoke. You know. People was either just going to
work, going home. People that was at home all day, they did nothing else
but go to the store...
In this regard, the garden is intimately connected to Gary and Marilyn’s vision for the
neighbourhood. They envision a place characterised by mutual links o f support, where
people watch out for one another and celebrate their achievements together, a
neighbourhood where people want to live, and where access to quality food is not
predicated on income. In some respects, these hopes for the future reflect a repackaging
of a remembered past. However, it is far from an attempt to recreate this past. Instead, the
past and present interact in an open-ended manner both within these dreams and in their
everyday enactments in and through the gardens.
The presence o f fruit trees and structures like the greenhouse speak to a long-term
commitment to place and this vision. The garden itself sits unfenced, open to anyone.

That there is no requirement to enter and harvest, and no sign to signal the rules of the
space, indicating a desire to include neighbourhood residents in the coproduction of this
vision. This inclusion, however, does not always occur in the manner one might expect.
One afternoon as Marilyn was busy watering the beds, a near daily duty during a long
August heat wave that many Detroit gardeners described as a drought, I asked how she
and her son select the cultivars for the ever increasing number of beds. “Oh they let us
know,” was Marilyn’s response. “They” were the many neighbourhood residents who
wandered through the garden to collect food. The feather duster-like collard greens, tufts
o f collard leaves crowning the tops o f sturdy stalks shorn bare by repeated earlier
harvests, attest to the consistent use of the site. It turns out that in past years they had
experimented with less standard fare like nappa cabbage and bok choy. As these
vegetables grew and flourished, they sat there in their raised beds, untouched. The
message was received, and the collard greens returned. Collards are in fact a menu staple
of southern black fare, and their regular planting in numerous Detroit gardens reflect the
history of migration that shaped the city. The non-verbal mode of communication evident
in this story is important. There was no survey and subsequent analysis. Rather, it
illustrates attentive observation and an atmosphere of respect, openness, and engagement.
As Gary describes, the garden is also about providing a model, demonstrating that
it is possible to grow your own food, sharing as well as learning new techniques in
sustainable small-scale agriculture, and personally enacting an attitude of caring and
support. The impacts of modeling are not always apparent. Although it is called a
community garden, the community largely participates through consumption, while the
work of gardening falls to Gary and Marilyn, their family, and network of supporters.
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Still, there is at minimum recognition of their work, something both gardeners take pride
in. Although recognition has yet to fully translate into participation, as Gary hopefully
states, “They don’t tear nothing up and that’s a start.”
The activities of planting, weeding, watering and feeding have either Gary or his
mother, and often both, down in the garden on a near-daily basis. This presence, out in
the open, has already precipitated some perceptible shifts towards their desired
neighbourhood. As Marilyn tells it:
Well, before we started, you know - of course we weren't out in the
garden or down that way as much - we would see people, we would see
vehicles, you know, in our yard, or in front of the house, but they would
just drive past and say “Hi,” you know. And now, if you're in the garden,
they'll even stop to talk. Or, your hand goes up 50 times a day, and there's
honking.
For Gary, the garden, community centre, and even the goat and chickens, are all about
engaging neighbourhood residents in this vision.
I'm willing to try just about everything to get people to notice what we're
doing [...] And the goat and the chickens draw the kids. You know, it
don't matter what it is, you know they coming over in the rain, to look at
the goat, and to see the goat. And they’re bringing their parents, so, I think
it all ties in to the community thing.
Critically, community here is not defined in exclusionary terms. Both Gary and Marilyn
hope that people will return to the neighbourhood. Moreover, while much of their talk is
“of the neighbourhood,” both are connected personally and through the garden to a
broader network. There is the intentionally racially diverse board that looks after the non
profit that the garden has morphed into. There is the network of donors, known and
anonymous, who are funding the transformation o f the store-front into a community
center. Finally, there are all those, both from the neighbourhood and beyond, who are
attracted to the numerous events, street barbeques, holiday dinners, and football parties
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held in the garden space. All of these connections, events, activities, perceptions, and
dreams are part of dynamic and open-ended processes that are interwoven with the
relations that have formed Detroit. As Gary reveals, “When I started the community
garden, I didn't even think it was going to lead to community activism. I just thought it
was going to be, I'm planting some food, I’m gonna help some neighbours, clean up some
lots. That's all I thought.”

Eric
On the opposite side of town, in a neighbourhood that holds the dubious
reputation of being one of the most blighted in the city, Eric, a young urban farmer in his
mid-20s, tends to a market garden that stretches across the four empty lots beside his
home. A newcomer to the neighbourhood, Eric grew up in the suburbs of Detroit where
he remembers gardening as a kid with his grandfather. He now belongs to the growing
cadre of gardeners growing intentionally for commercial sale. To this end, Eric currently
specializes in salad greens, cultivating a personally selected mix of lettuces, mustards,
and other greens in order to distinguish his product from others at the market. Salad
greens are an attractive crop for a small-scale commercial farmer as they are relatively
fast growing, can be planted early and late in the growing season, are a popular item, and
command a reasonably high price at the market. However, the hope that he harbours for
his own operation and the surrounding neighbourhood complicates a straightforward
characterization of Eric as simply a budding entrepreneur capitalizing on a market niche.
Like many involved in urban agriculture in the city, Eric too is critical of a food
system that leaves residents with limited access to fresh produce and that is largely reliant
on distant imports. He considers that his food producing activities might be part of
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improving access and building a more resilient local food system. However, Eric is
cautious about labelling his actions a solution, preferring terms like experiment. This
uncertainty is manifest in his description of his dream for the neighbourhood.
My dream for the neighbourhood would be that it would be a place where
people want to live, especially the people that already live there...So, I'd
like to see a place that's racially diverse, and also economically diverse.
And, how to do that, I don't have a strategy for that. It’s not my job
necessarily. It's my job to be a neighbour, and to dream with people
hopefully and see what they want too.
To this end, Eric is aware that many of his neighbours may not have positive associations
with agriculture saying: “I also realize that we’re in a place with people where agriculture
has meant slavery and sharecropping. And so, people don’t necessarily want to walk out
of their home and see a com field.” In light of this recognition, he is consciously
designing his market garden in respect of this distinct history. In place of row crops,
passersby will see a large berm planted with fruit trees and flowers that shield the
productive space behind. There too, the vegetables, herbs, and other market crops will be
arranged in an aesthetically pleasing design physically forming the shape of a flower,
more reminiscent of a park than a farmer’s field. Hence, the garden’s design exhibits a
commitment to forming and maintaining relationships in the neighbourhood. It moreover
reflects a conscious engagement with the relations that have formed the city. By
emphasizing the value of relationships with those in his neighbourhood, Eric works
against a history o f black disenfranchisement exemplified by projects like the Chrysler
freeway. Similarly, in carefully concealing the productive aspect within an aesthetically
pleasing layout, he explicitly acknowledges the city’s history of migration.
This layout is furthermore the product of several months of careful observation,
noting the angle and movement of the sun across the lot, and subtleties like the presence

of native plant species that give clues as to soil conditions. Eric is hoping that, having
designed his garden with these observations in mind, the resultant space will be, in
addition to visually pleasing and productive, effective at minimizing the need for external
energy inputs. The proposed protective berm is being constructed of layers of logs, brush,
woodchips, and soil, a practice known as hugelkultur. Like many of the methods that Eric
is employing, they emerge from a philosophy and set of garden design principles called
permaculture, in which Eric had recently completed an intensive training course with
other urban food producers in the city. One of the central tenets of permaculture is to
design systems that mimic natural processes. In this respect, the varying layers of the
berm will break down in stages, replicating decomposition processes occurring on forest
floors and providing a consistent and lengthy discharge of nutrients. However, as Eric
acknowledges, as an idea originating in Australia, in practice permaculture is most welldeveloped in tropical regions. Consequently, part of Eric’s intention is a very conscious
experimentation with varying methods to determine their efficacy and suitability for the
climate of Michigan. Hence, even in Eric’s imaginings, there is evidence of a deep
engagement with place, both in terms of the physical and natural features and the social
relations.
The proposed plantings additionally denote a long term commitment. Speaking in
terms o f “planting for grandchildren,” Eric points out the future locations of Carpathian
Walnuts and Korean Nut Pines. The latter in particular can take up to twenty years before
they bear fruit. These trees would accompany a diverse array o f other plants including
native fruits like persimmons and paw-paws, described as the mango of the north, and
different varieties o f mushrooms. This plant diversity, and the varying timeframes with
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which they will come into production, reflect an awareness that the current demand for
high-end salad greens may be fleeting. An array of potential crops mitigates this
eventuality and also furnishes much of the basic needs of subsistence, providing some
future security.
The building of this future space has Eric out in his garden whenever he can find
time, an activity he relishes not only for the positive advancement in building his dream,
but also for the interactions with neighbours that arise in the process. The exposure to the
road and the perhaps initial oddity of the garden’s construction has attracted attention and
invited discussion. As area residents pass by, on foot or in vehicles, conversations are
started, intentions are questioned, and the beginnings of relationships are formed. Eric is
uncertain as to the eventual outcome o f all this activity and resulting interactions,
describing it as follows: “It's kind o f a little bit o f a letting go.. .1 can do the best I can do,
and support people the best I can, and encourage the best behaviour that I can. But, I can't
coerce everyone to doing things exactly the way I think it should be. One, because I'm
not that charismatic and skilled at that. And, two, who says I'm right?”

Dorothy
Perhaps more charismatic in this regard is another neighbourhood resident,
Dorothy, who actually first attracted Eric to the area. An adept gardener in her mid-50s,
Dorothy pours her considerable energy into multiple food related projects around her
home. First among these is a substantial backyard garden. Motivated by reasons of health,
as well as concern for the energy-intensive nature of industrial agriculture, the garden
produce provides for the majority of her family’s needs throughout the year. There are
fresh vegetables during the growing season and considerable home-preserving of the
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surplus extends the bounty into the winter. Indeed, this challenge of self-sufficiency is
part of what Dorothy enjoys most about gardening. She selects varieties of tomatoes that
will produce in quantity and ripen together to allow for canning. In addition, the use of
low-tech passive solar hoop houses and planting o f cold tolerant crops like kale, collards,
and spinach allows for planting earlier and later in the season.
However, coming from a European tradition of allotment gardening, where plots
are gardened independently, Dorothy has recently become excited about the relationship
between gardening and building community and prospects o f cooperatively producing for
market. Partially influenced by her involvement with a local non-profit supporting urban
agriculture in the city, this changing perspective on gardening has prompted the private
kitchen garden to spread from the backyard to neighbouring vacant lots where it has
morphed into a youth-run market garden. A hand-painted sandwich board sign that sits by
the roadside alerts passersby to this purpose stating simply: “This garden is by kids and
for kids. Please respect our profit. Look, don’t pick.”
In Dorothy’s view, this garden accomplishes multiple functions. It provides youth
with a safe place to occupy their idle time and earn some money in a neighbourhood with
few jobs in general, let alone for young people. Taking part in all stages of production
from planting through marketing instils values like the importance of commitment and
hard work. The experience also teaches valuable employment-related skills like
teamwork, dealing with customers, and managing finances. In this respect, there is
considerable continuity with earlier attitudes identified by Lawson (2005) in
philanthropic circles promoting urban food production. Similarly, the emphasis on
personal transformation and responsibility echoes Pudup’s (2006) assertion that garden

projects reflect a “neoliberal govemmentality.” However, closer examination reveals
several important points o f disjunctive with these assessments. Perhaps foremost among
these are the aspects of profit-sharing and collective work. All garden work, whether
weeding, harvesting, or attending to customers at the weekly market stall is valued
equally. Hours are tracked, but instead of relating to a fixed hourly rate, participants
receive a portion o f the garden’s profits equivalent to their proportion of work. While
individuals who work more hours stand to earn more, a successful day at the market
benefits everyone. The impacts of working cooperatively in such a fashion are difficult to
gauge. However, at minimum, they trouble any easy assertion that the garden is
implicated in the production of “neoliberal subjectivities,” an argument that relies upon a
privileging o f the “individual over the social.” Here, the possibilities are more openended, as is Dorothy’s evolving vision for the neighbourhood.
She recalls the days of truck farms, where small-scale independent producers
farmed in the regions surrounding cities and brought their produce by truck to city
markets. In the increasingly vacant neighbourhood, Dorothy sees the potential for a
revival o f such practices. In this case, however, it would involve the inverse, bringing
food from urban farms to suburban markets. The youth garden integrates into this vision
as one unit o f production, and she is currently working on a plan with Eric and others in
the area to pool resources and labour for the upcoming season, an experiment in a
neighbourhood market-gardener coop. Sharing duties like starting seedlings and attending
market stalls could help each producer diversify their crops and potentially sell more
produce. Eric, however, was concerned that an emphasis on market sale would detract
from making more produce available locally in a neighbourhood that was distant from a
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grocery store. While the matter remained unsettled, it opened up a debate about the
responsibility to other neighbourhood residents and the importance of forming
relationships. In other words, the exchange was integral to the ongoing negotiation that
both Eric and Dorothy saw as important in their urban agricultural work.
In this regard, her dreams for the neighbourhood are perhaps more elaborate and
concrete than Eric’s. However, they also display a similar comfort with ambiguity. As we
talked about the future of her neighbourhood over coffee, Dorothy related:
So, I guess part of what I'm trying to do here in the neighbourhood ... is to
provide a very small scale model of what could be duplicated in other
neighbourhoods. And, I don't know how that is going to pan out
exactly.. .in our case you start with just one street, and you have one street
here. And, somebody comes and likes what you're doing there, and so they
start over there. Close enough that you can be connected, but semi
independent. . ..And then another group comes and goes here. It might not
look exactly, but there's some things that you have in common. You all
want community, you all want beauty, you all want safety. You all want to
provide a living for people ... So, you keep talking, and you keep planning,
little by little, and you keep attracting people. You will have more and
more coming up, and at a certain point, it's going to become a whole,
composed of individual things. But, the whole thing will have become a
moveable, flexible organism, rather than a top down structure. Does that
make sense? So then there is room there for change, and there is room
there for contraction and expansion. You know. There's room for a lot of
different things, and yet you have an overall feel of the sameness.

Doug
To be sure, not all is new here in the practice of urban agriculture, nor is the focus
always community. Down the street from Dorothy and Eric, Doug tends to an expansive
garden in his sideyard, as he has done for the thirty-three years he has lived there. Tracing
his love o f gardening back to his grandparents, who were part of the “other” Great
Migration (from Southern Appalachia), Doug describes the practice as “a way of living.”
He admires the self-reliance for which he remembers his grandparents, and models his
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own activities in a similar fashion, self-provisioning being but one iteration of this
characteristic.
However, as a skilled trades worker in his early 50s with increasingly bleak
employment prospects, this way of living has recently taken on a new importance. This
year he expanded his already substantial garden to supplement his irregular earnings by
selling surplus produce through the marketing cooperative Grown in Detroit. In his
words, he’s no longer a gardener, but a farmer. An innovative program, Grown in Detroit
simplifies the marketing for small-scale producers in the city. It allows urban farmers to
pool their produce and share the labour and costs of operating a market stall. Where one
producer might not be able to harvest sufficient volume or variety to justify a market
stall, collectively members are more easily able to do so. Working cooperatively also
reduces the number of hours spent at market, as only a few members need to be present
for each market day. Still, in spite of this new financial importance, Doug does not
calculate the cash value of what he produces. There is no balance sheet for the garden,
subtracting expenditures from the equivalent market value of what gets produced. He is
certain that the sum would be substantial but is not motivated predominantly by such
numbers.
As we worked through the rows of plants on a September evening, harvesting the
late fall Black Prince, Opalka, Purple Cherokee, Brandywine, and Cherry tomatoes, Doug
talked about his future garden plans, his feelings on recent involvement in community
events, and the shifting fortunes of his neighbourhood. “Sure it's a bad neighbourhood. I
don't even have to say it's a bad neighbourhood, you can look around and see it's a bad
neighbourhood.” The visuals of vacant lots, house burnings, vandalism, garbage
dumping, and city neglect are some of the everyday experiences that demonstrate this for
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him, especially when compared with the relative cleanliness and affluence of the nearby
suburbs. In this environment, the garden becomes a personal refuge. “It's my piece of
tranquility. You know. I can come out. I could shut the whole world off and play in my
garden, my farm, and advance stuff every year.”
Yet, increasingly, his private gardening is becoming intertwined with the
activities o f others growing food in the neighbourhood and city. He sees potential in the
growing group of urban market gardeners with whom he has become involved through
the marketing cooperative. In moving from personal provisioning to market sale, Doug
has begun to experiment with different cultivars like the tomato varieties described
earlier, and values the maintenance of crop diversity. At one level, this experimentation
reflects a desire to differentiate his produce at the market and gain a bit of an advantage.
He speaks about “market niches” and “what the market will bear.” The tomatoes that we
harvest are artfully arranged in mixed pint baskets, as experience has taught Doug that
they sell better that way. At another level though, planting different varieties is about the
pure enjoyment of watching something new grow and develop, and experiencing new
flavours.
You know, Sunday morning we'll be watching the Food Network channel,
when I'll go, "Oh, that looks good. I want it." You know, and I'll come out
and pick one of each kind of tomato and skin ‘em, and boil ‘em down and
make some tomato sauce, and make something with ‘em. You know, and
by it being one of every different kind of tomato, it has a unique taste, you
know. You have one Jubilee, and one Purple Cherokee, and one, you
know, it's just, it's different than tasting just the same store bought
perfectly sized tomatoes all the time.
Perhaps most surprisingly for the self-admitted reclusive gardener is how
experimentation has brought him into new relationships. Unwittingly, and certainly
unintentionally, Doug is connecting with Dorothy’s vision for the neighbourhood,
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participating in a project that is slowly coalescing around “some things in common” that
are also emerging in the process. Through relationships with other resident gardeners,
Doug is learning new techniques and sharing his considerable knowledge and experience.
From Eric, he has been introduced to the novel concept of no-till gardening, an idea
which he concedes goes against his experience but sounds plausible and worth a try. In
the other direction, Doug has shared his considerable preserving expertise, educating
Dorothy on how to preserve her bumper harvest o f collard greens. Partly as a result of
these interactions, Doug’s perceptions of his neighbourhood are tentatively shifting.
Where he saw abandonment and disorder to be grudgingly endured, he now sees
possibility. In a nearby corner lot there could be a small tree farm, and in the lot next door
he envisions an orchard. Across the street, in the hard, rocky soil of a backfilled
foundation, nestled between the burnt shell of a two-story house and a squat rental
bungalow, he has planted raspberries, sweet potatoes, beets, carrots, and corn.
Still, this is a temperamental hope that Doug harbours, heavily influenced by his
experience o f the place he calls home. The burning, for the third time, of the house beside
his clandestine garden scorched the corn that he had planted there with his grandson and
brought back familiar feelings of despair:
I had a setback when that house burnt down. I was..I give up. And, then
you know, three days later I was over there cleaning the mess up. So, you
know, I done gave, I gave up and then I started all over again. You know.
This is my little piece. You know. Whatever happens around the rest of
this, I don't care. This is my piece. You know. This is, this is the best I can
do, and this is the way that I'm trying to keep it.

Valerie
Valerie gardens in a markedly different space from those discussed previously. I
include her story here for the different perspective that it brings to the discussion. Yet,
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even in its difference, Valerie’s story and articulations of motivations and experiences
also demonstrate emerging sentiments of connection both to proximate neighbours and to
the idea o f a larger city project of urban agriculture, which parallels those of other
gardeners in the city.
In her late 20s, Valerie works for a non-profit social service agency in a
downriver community. She pays a set yearly fee for access to a plot in a newly-built
allotment style community garden. As a first-time gardener, Valerie was attracted by the
opportunity to ease into the activity. The organization that operates the site provides
access to water and soil amendments and coordinates the delivery o f transplants and
seeds from the Garden Resource Program, a larger collaborative project supporting many
gardeners throughout the city. There are also opportunities for learning through
gardening-related workshops and advice and assistance from organizational staff. The
garden space is a reclaimed vacant lot near her home in a more typically urban
neighbourhood, which contains a university, medical centre, several museums, and a
number of high-rise apartments. Demographically, the area swells during the day with an
influx o f students, white collar professionals, and visitors. Consequently, as Valerie sees
it: “in terms of neighbourhoods in the city, I think overall it's a really developed
neighbourhood.. .It feels a lot more like a city than some of the more residential areas of
Detroit.”
As might be expected, given the size o f her plot, the novelty of the activity, and
reasonably secure employment, Valerie does not identify her garden produce as
significantly contributing to either household income or food security. Indeed, aside from
the healthy tomatoes and herbs, much of Valerie’s first year gardening was a learning
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experience. The significance of healthy soil became apparent when failing cucumber
plants withered and died. The importance of planning crop rotations was learned when
excitement for fall butternut squash turned into disappointment when she realized that
squash needs to be planted in the summer in order to be enjoyed in the fall. Still, in spite
o f these setbacks, Valerie relishes the intensity and variety of flavours from the plants
that did well, and enjoys the learning process.
Indeed, this opportunity for learning is part of what initially drew Valerie to the
activity. Gardening is a skill that she associates with achieving a measure of personal
autonomy. Carefully framing her commentary so that it did not appear “conspiracy
theory-esque,” as she phrased it, Valerie explained that merely knowing that she had the
ability to produce her own food gave her a sense of freedom. In her view, being able to
grow food provided the option to disengage from the commercial food market should the
need or desire arise, whether because of personal financial reasons or a politicallymotivated decision to not support the industrial agricultural system. Moreover, knowing
how to grow food was a skill that she could share with others, including those with whom
she works.
Beyond a purely personal pastime, the action o f gardening in plots alongside her
proximate neighbours and other city residents connects to Valerie’s conception of the
city, both in terms of its complex past and her desire for its future shape. Having grown
up in the suburbs, Valerie only recently moved to the city upon returning from college in
California. She recalls becoming aware at a young age of a sharp divide between where
she lived and the city centre where her father worked. As Valerie describes it, this divide
was visible in the physical contrasts between the two locations and evident in the actions
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and attitudes of her peers and their parents, who frequently forbade their children to enter
the city. Valerie’s return to Detroit was in part motivated by a desire to better understand
the history that formed these attitudes and produced a largely poor and black city
surrounded by largely white and affluent suburbs. “I feel an attachment to the region I
grew up in. Why? [...] I knew I wanted at some point to figure out what parts of how I
operate and how I view the world are kind o f like cultural norms to the region. And also,
what makes it such a divided place in so many ways.”
Far from resolved, and increasingly aware that city’s history is long, complex, and
in many ways personal, one of Valerie’s observations is noting an absence of
communication between city residents. “People just don’t talk,” she says, both within and
between neighbourhoods. From her viewpoint, this reinforces divisions along race, class,
and residential lines, disabling the ability to generate understanding and form
relationships across difference. “I think that's why the gardening, and the urban
agriculture interests me so much,” Valerie says. “It is kind of like, there's a lot different
reasons why people do it in the city, but it can be a common ground. It can be a forum for
interaction, within a neighbourhood and between neighbourhoods.” In her opinion,
finding a “common ground” opens up the possibility for negotiating conflicts and
difference. For Valerie, the allotment garden provides one such “forum,” and she has
been pleasantly surprised by the diversity of participants. Small interactions like
commiserating with the gardener of an adjacent plot over a lost com crop because of
fungus or sharing produce are just some o f the points o f communication that reflect her
hope for a more inclusive and congenial city.
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Conclusion
Clearly the gardens o f Detroit reflect more than a mere response to crisis. The city
landscape does speak to a history of transformation significantly influenced by the
movement of capital, and conveys an appearance that is readily identified in relation to
crisis by observers. However, the perceptions o f gardeners indicate an understanding of
far greater continuity in their actions. There are Gary and Marilyn’s remembrances of
past food producing activities in their neighbourhood, corroborated by the lingering
presence o f aging fruit trees. Doug’s uninterrupted self-provisioning from his side-yard
over the past thirty-three years, and his self-conscious connection of the activity to the
practices of his grandparents is another example. Likewise the expressed desires for the
future and the physical and lively features o f many o f the gardens speak to a long-term
commitment that bears little resemblance to the temporary nature of Pingree’s Potato
Patches, or the Victory Gardens. Dreams o f permanency are reflected in actions like the
building of greenhouses, the establishment of a community centre, and the planting of
fruit and nut trees.
Where indications of crisis do emerge in gardeners’ accounts and perceptions,
they are frequently framed primarily as a possible future eventuality. Gary’s recollection
of the 2003 blackout and the awareness of the present food distribution’s system reliance
on electricity and transport inform, in part, his present desire for greater control over his
personal and community food supplies. Valerie’s connection of knowing how to grow
food as an autonomy-producing skill that could be put to use in the event of a personal
financial shortfall, elucidates a parallel if markedly different concern for crisis.

To be sure, the present practices cannot be characterized as merely unchanged
continuations of earlier practices. The expansion of Doug’s garden in order to produce
additional surplus for commercial sale is in part related to his struggles in securing steady
employment and a need for additional income. The expanded activities are also made
possible through the growing market for fresh, local produce and the support of
institutions like the Greening o f Detroit in coordinating the marketing cooperative. Gary
and Marilyn’s recollections are of private backyard gardens for self-pro visioning,
whereas their current garden is a space open to the neighbourhood. The increased
marketing o f produce and an explicit emphasis on community in many gardens do mark a
shift from earlier activities.
However, does the expansion of market-oriented production foreshadow the
emergence of a new green economy heralded recently in much of the literature? Some of
the practices of Detroit market-gardeners do mirror those expected from a capitalist
entrepreneur. Taking advantage of the demand for salad green mixes, or artfully
arranging mixed-pints of tomatoes to attract potential customers are some examples of
this behaviour. The importance of teaching employment related skills to participants in
the youth garden similarly conveys an impression o f integration into a capitalist market,
producing “good workers.” Yet, even in situations where producing for market is an
explicit focus for these Detroit gardeners, their activities and perceptions indicate a
diverse set o f economic practices which cannot be reduced to a referent of capitalism.
Instead, they exemplify overlapping elements of diverse economic lives including selfemployment, self-provisioning, collective labour, cooperative organizing, and sharing.
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It is important to note, however, that the Detroit gardeners I interviewed and spent
time with did not characterize their practices in these terms of capitalism versus non
capitalism. Indeed, rather than continuing to frame a discussion through the use of
binaries, the diverse practices of urban agriculture in Detroit are better understood as
open-ended place-making projects. Collectively, Detroit gardeners are transforming the
city landscape in ways that demonstrate a committed personal engagement with the place
of the city, its specific histories and relations, and reflecting and enacting their evolving
future hopes and dreams for their neighbourhoods.
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Chapter 3: Havana
Introduction
Across Havana, diverse expressions of urban agriculture have altered the city
landscape. Some of these alterations are significant, like the long raised beds of statesponsored organoponicos, which can occupy several city blocks. Others are more subtle,
like the broad leaves of a potted oregano plant cascading off an upper story balcony in
Central Havana, easily missed if one’s gaze is not cast upwards. The emergence of these
sites is entangled with the complex constitution of the Cuban capital and the island
nation. In the first section of this chapter, I outline the historical and contemporary
relations, as they are reflected in the urban landscape, which have produced and are
producing the present-day city. In particular, I highlight those elements of the landscape
which underscore the changes that have occurred in Cuba since the early 1990s,
following the dissolution of the Soviet Union.
In so doing, I demonstrate how practices of urban agriculture are generally
represented as a response to an externally induced crisis, reflecting a movement by
necessity towards a more sustainable food system, the success of which has hinged on
significant state support. I argue that this representation constructs the Cuban case as
exceptional, because o f the presence of a strong socialist state. Such a construction
reinforces the socialism/capitalism binary, asserting that the unique experience of Cuba is
only possible because of its economic difference. The argument presented here is a
modification of Gibson-Graham’s original argument of capitalocentrism adapted to a
socialist context. In this case, representations o f urban agriculture serve to reinforce
socialism as the central referent for economic activity.
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Especially following the collapse of the socialist motherland of the Soviet Union,
the economic difference represented by Cuba is increasingly described as an
anachronism: a Cold War remnant awaiting incorporation into the global capitalist
economy. Generally originating in the work o f analysts from outside o f Cuba, this
perspective engages in a selective reading of recent government reforms and allegedly
new landscape features, like tourist guesthouses and agricultural markets, as indicative of
an inexorable, looming transition to capitalism. While not focused on urban agriculture
specifically, many of the changes identified by these analysts are also apparent in the
activities of urban food producers, such as practices o f self-employment and
commercialization. The parallels established suggest the possibility of reading urban
farmers practices as part of a new entrepreneurial class in Cuba. In this regard, this body
o f work very closely reflects a discourse o f capitalocentrism, naturalizing a supposedly
inevitable transition to the dominant economic form.
Finally, I examine the practices and perceptions of a diverse group of individual
urban agriculturalists in Havana, ranging from rooftop rabbit raisers to patio fruit
producers. I demonstrate how their activities of urban food production are linked to the
relational processes which form the city. While undoubtedly connected to an experience
of real need, the centrality of crisis to these activities is displaced by their recollections of
past practices, and their understanding and motivations for present practices.
Collectively, the stories of these urban food producers unsettle the two
overarching narratives that either celebrate the achievements of a strong socialist state or
interpret new forms o f economic activity as indicative o f a transition towards capitalism.
Instead, the sites of urban agriculture are demonstrated to be place-making projects of a
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different sort, neither wholly defined in relation to capitalism or socialism, but rather
reflecting the diverse personal dreams and passions of individual producers.
Landscape and La Revolución5
In Havana, my primary mode of transport was a bicycle. I would typically leave
in the early morning and return in the evening, avoiding travel during the peak hours of
intense sunshine and heat. I had been prepared to join a pedalling throng but instead
found myself traveling along lightly travelled roads. My expectations of greater bicycle
traffic and the mobile elements of the landscape with which I shared the road instead
convey key aspects of Cuba’s history and present reality. Indeed, my regular trips to visit
small-animal raisers and gardeners in neighbourhoods near the core and in more
peripheral districts would take me through a landscape which subtly expressed the
intricate constitution of the Cuban capital.
I traveled alongside the asthmatic Buicks, Chevrolets, and other American cars
from the 1950s and earlier, which rumble down the streets of the capital. Generating
traffic noise disproportionate to their numbers and leaving clouds of black smoke in their
wake, these iconic vehicles relate more than a century of U.S. - Cuba relations. The
arrival of the automobile in Cuba occurred in concert with growing U.S. involvement in
island affairs at the turn of the 20th century, just as Spain was relinquishing its colonial
control. One of the first vehicles to travel beyond the capital was, in fact, a prestigious
Packard, manufactured in the now-rusting East Grand Boulevard facility in Detroit. In
1908, Ralph Estep drove this vehicle 313 miles from Havana to Sancti Spiritus. His
travelogue, El Toro: A Motor Car Story o f Interior Cuba, recounts passing from “gay and
5 La Revolución (the revolution) in Cuba may refer to the armed revolution led by Fidel Castro which
successfully overthrew the dictatorship o f Fulgencio Batista on January 1, 1959. However, the term is more
generally used to describe the ongoing societal changes experienced since.
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careless Havana” into a landscape dominated by sugar plantations and pockmarked by the
ravages o f the recent successive wars of independence against the colonial Spanish (Estep
1909, 22). At that time there were few roads outside of the capital, and the journey took
Estep and his travel companions nine days, as they followed cart tracks and slept on the
floors o f farm outbuildings and animal pens.
In the decades that followed Estep’s adventure, such a trip would become easier,
and more American revellers would flock to the Caribbean island for dalliances in the
sun. Under the at-times direct tutelage of the U.S, extensive road networks were built,
automobiles proliferated among the upper classes, and U.S. business interests came to
control much of the inherited colonial sugar economy that Estep had encountered
(Scarpaci, et al. 2002). The confluence of resented U.S. interference, rising class
disparities, conspicuous consumption, and the economic dominance of sugar production
whose “dead season” left about 20 percent o f the labour force unemployed would, in part,
contribute to the ensuing triumph of the Cuban revolution on January 1,1959, under the
leadership of the charismatic Fidel Castro (Eckstein 1994).
The early revolutionary government implemented a series of policies intended to
redress inequality and eliminate external influence. Among these were the institution of
price controls, the elimination of land markets, the nationalization of industries and
commerce, and significant land reform. An eventual effect o f these policies was the
state’s assumption o f the role of primary employer, landowner, and guarantor of the basic
necessities o f life. A more immediate consequence, however, was Washington’s
imposition o f the now-longstanding trade embargo, as attested to by the absence on the
streets of Havana o f any American vehicle produced later than 1959 (Eckstein 1994;
Scarpaci, et al. 2002). The resultant loss o f the U.S. market for its primary export
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commodity o f sugar is seen by some to have pushed Cuba into the Soviet sphere of
influence (Eckstein 1994), an association which added the Russian-built Ladas and
Moskviches to Havana traffic. Regardless of the cause for the geopolitical realignment,
Cuba would enjoy a privileged trading relationship with the Soviet Bloc throughout the
Cold War, a union that would later have significant ramifications.
The impacts of la revolución are imprinted on the cityscape. Bombastic in nature,
political billboards proliferate along the major thoroughfares. Displacing the former
commercial advertising, they deliver messages which decry the cost of the U.S. embargo,
connect present struggles to historical figures from Cuba’s independence movement, and
proclaim fervent continued commitment to the revolution. On many of my trips, I would
pass through the massive Plaza de la Revolución (Revolution Square). Described by
Scarpaci et al. as “Fascist-like architecture,” the complex was originally built in the
1950s by the Batista regime and christened the Plaza Cívica (Civic Square) (2002, 128).
The large square is fronted by a monumental statue of independence hero, José Marti, and
flanked by several important government buildings and the National Library. In post1959 Havana, it has retained its role as the centre for government, and was the main site
of former president Fidel Castro’s notoriously long speeches during popular gatherings,
before he became ill. Overlooking the square, a large steel visage o f revolutionary figure,
Ernesto “Che” Guevara, hangs on the side of the Ministry o f the Interior above the
famous quotation, “hasta la victoria, siempre ” (Until Victory, Always!). Among many
other accomplishments, Che is renowned for his elucidation of the need to create a “new
man,” who would work for the moral incentive o f pursuing a greater common good rather
than for personal gain, a perspective which shaped early revolutionary policies.
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Other indications of the impacts of the revolution are more subtle. While already a
visibly aging city in 1959, Castro’s maxim of “a maximum o f ruralism, a minimum of
urbanism,” guided state investments (Eckstein 1994, 151). Life in the countryside
considerably improved, redressing the imbalance that Ralph Estep had noted in his 1908
adventure and which persisted under U.S. influence. Yet, comparatively little investment
was directed towards the capital. The decaying streetscape marked by faded and peeling
paint, crumbling facades and, occasionally, collapsed structures, is evidence of the more
than a half-century without significant maintenance (Scarpaci, et al. 2002).
Another symbol of the revolution that I would pass by daily is the neighbourhood
bodega (state ration store).6 There were few familiar identifying features that indicated
their commercial role, save for the large, prominently positioned weigh scales and the
long line-ups outside following the arrival o f goods. These nondescript and ubiquitous
shops are one o f the more enduring objects of the revolutionary landscape and speak to
the Cuban government’s political and ideological commitment to the ideal of social
equality. All Cubans, regardless of income, social status, or geographical location are
entitled to a fixed, subsidized monthly food basket, as well as various other consumer
goods. While the goods distributed by the ration and their significance to individual
Cubans’ food security have varied over the years, the ration system has remained
(Benjamin, et al. 1984; Díaz Vázquez 2000).
This commitment to equality has become increasingly symbolic, however.
Particularly following the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Cuba’s prime benefactor and
trading partner, the government has been less able to fulfill its previously assumed role of
6 In fact, there are a series o f stores from which Cubans purchase the highly subsidized basket o f goods to
which they are entitled (carnicerías, puestos de vianda, puntos de leche). I refer to them here in general as
bodegas.
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guaranteeing adequate nutrition for all citizens. In 1989, 85 percent o f Cuba’s trade was
conducted with the Soviet Union and its affiliates, from which it imported two-thirds of
its food demands, 80 percent of its fuel needs, and nearly all of its machinery and spare
parts (Funes 2002). The subsequent collapse of this trade relationship triggered a severe
economic and political crisis, which the Cuban government euphemistically termed, “The
Special Period in Peacetime” (hereafter, special period). While many goods, including
food and fuel, had previously been rationed to ensure equitable distribution, the special
period was marked by severe and real material shortages. Food imports disappeared, and
a highly industrialized agricultural system was unable to make up the difference as it
struggled without the necessary chemical inputs and fuel and spare parts required by
machinery (Rosset and Benjamin 1994). The numerous and varied sites of urban
agriculture visible throughout the city are frequently connected to this crisis, described as
evidence o f an exceptional state-guided response, either supporting spontaneous popular
activities or initiating a larger shift to low-input agriculture. Another perspective on the
crisis views it as marking the beginning of a transition towards capitalism. It is to these
sites o f urban agriculture and the corresponding narratives o f exceptional socialism and
transition that I now turn.
Exceptional Socialism: A Story o f Political Will in Responding to Crisis
There is a dizzying typology used to describe the variety o f urban agricultural
sites in Havana, the confusion often compounded by translation discrepancies on the part
of foreign researchers and shifting official terminology. Spaces are classified according to
cultivation technique (raised-bed or direct planting in ground), land tenure status
(usufruct or private), primary purpose (household provisioning, market sale, workplace
provisioning), location (urban or suburban), and organizational structure (worker’s
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cooperative or credit and service cooperative), among other factors (Altieri, et al. 1999;
Cruz and Medina 2003; Murphy 1999). However, two of the most commonly drawn
distinctions are between larger-scale operations oriented towards market production,
organoponicos and huertos intensivos7, and small-scale gardens primarily for household
provisioning, patios and parcelas. The market-oriented varieties are readily identifiable.
The sight of long rows of cultivars, occasionally stretching across multiple city blocks,
stands in sharp contrast to the predominantly low-rise cityscape. A small market stall is
generally situated adjacent to the roadway. Patios and parcelas are divided according to
land tenure status. Parcelas denote plots tended by individuals, households, and
neighbours on land made available in usufruct, often former demolition sites. Patios refer
to urban food production occurring in less visible private spaces of home rooftops,
balconies, and backyards (Premat 2005).
Whether construed as a “popular response” to an unexpected and severe shortage
in food supplies (Altieri, et al. 1999, 132; Murphy 1999, 16), in the case of patios and
parcelas, or as a component of a larger, dramatic restructuring of Cuba’s agricultural
system to an agroecological model out of necessity (Funes, et al. 2002; Rosset and
Benjamin 1994; Wright 2009), with few exceptions (Premat 2009), the paramount role of
the socialist state in facilitating or initiating activities is often the focal point of
discussion. Such representations, I argue, reflect a partial inverse of Gibson-Graham’s
argument on capitalocentrism. Diverse activities are read as reflective of the dominant
form of economy, which in this case is socialism and the attendant presumption of stateguided development.
7 Organoponicos are generally situated in sites with poor soil quality and involve intensive vegetable
production in raised container beds filled with organic matter. Huertos intensivos, in contrast, involve direct
planting (Murphy 1999).
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Peter Rosset and Medea Benjamin (1994), in one of the initial published accounts
of “Cuba’s experiment with organic agriculture,” underscore the role of Cuban scientists,
a product of Cuba’s investment in universal access to education, who were developing
alternative biological inputs and investigating effective agroecological production
methods even before the crisis. Rosset and Benjamin attribute the subsequent ability to
effectively put this latent knowledge into practice to the coordinative capacity of the
strong Cuban state, which made the use o f alternative methods official government
policy.
Speaking specifically to urban agriculture in Havana, Sinan Koont (2008)
emphasizes similar preparedness and support on the part of the state, noting that the
military experimented with production in organopônicos beginning in 1987, prior to the
onset of the special period. The systematic scaling-up of such practices with the onset of
crisis, he argues, was facilitated by all levels o f government and enabled by the
establishment within the Ministry o f Agriculture o f a department specific to urban
agriculture. Koont further adds that that the Cuban people were particularly well-prepared
to understand and implement the new production techniques because of their high level
o f education, another product of the revolution.
Also working in Havana, Catherine Murphy asserts that “the city provides one of
the best models to date of a comprehensive, highly successful urban food production
strategy”(1999, 5). Her report highlights the role o f the Cuban state and municipal
government in providing access to space by authorizing the use of vacant land free of
charge, technical assistance through extension officers, and resources via the
establishment o f small shops selling low-cost seeds and biological inputs. She describes
this assistance as crucial to enabling the urban agriculture movement’s success, including
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the activities of patio and parcela producers. Such strong support, for Murphy, is rooted
in the socialist state’s understanding of food as a basic human right, and the recognized
need for implementing creative solutions to ensure the continued fulfillment of this right
in the face o f food shortages. Indeed, the figures mustered to demonstrate the
productivity of urban agriculture are invariably expressed in terms of grams of produce
per capita, implying equitable distribution. Murphy also underscores widespread
practices o f gardeners sharing produce with neighbours, daycares, and retirement homes,
calling it, “a powerful testament to the spirit of collectivity and solidarity of the Cuban
people” (1999, 17), a sentiment reflected by other researchers as well (Moskow 1999).
In this regard, Cuba is presented as an exceptional case. The presence of a highlyeducated population, itself a product of the state’s commitment to revolutionary ideals of
equality, provided the human resources necessary to deal with the crisis arising from the
collapse o f the Soviet Union. The centrally-organized Cuban state, motivated by concern
for the social welfare of the population, both required and enabled the efficient
mobilization of knowledge and resources to effectively overcome the crisis.
"Transition”: Economic and Political Reforms and “Incipient Capitalism"
There is an additional element that emerges as a subtext in these accounts - the
significance of commercial sales in driving production. Companioni et al. (2002) note
that many have been attracted to work in urban agriculture because of the opportunity to
earn a wage above that generally provided by state employment, by commercializing
produce. They further highlight that in addition to factors such as the use of organic
inputs and achieving reductions in water consumption, the “net profitability” of an urban
agricultural site is an important indicator of its sustainability (2002, 235). Koont (2008)
similarly comments that the ability to sell a portion of produce at prices nominally set by
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supply and demand provides a material incentive for urban farmers to produce. He is
quick to add that the establishment of a classificatory system that gives awards for
excellence on the basis of pre-set criteria has provided a moral incentive as well.
Importantly, however, the presence of material incentives is not presented in these
accounts as a significant disjuncture with past practices.
This perspective on material incentives is not shared by a group of external
commentators. While not addressing urban agriculture specifically, these analysts
interpret apparently novel forms of economic activity enabled by recent government
reforms which exhibit similar characteristics, such as self-employment and the pursuit of
profit, as indicative of a looming transition towards capitalism. In this section, I outline
the economic and political changes which have made this economic activity possible, as
they are made manifest in the city landscape. In particular, I highlight how the selective
reading o f these changes and activities by external analysts elevates their importance to
the level of signifiers of a predetermined economic trajectory.8
In an effort to halt the economic free fall of the special period, the Cuban
government instituted a series of reforms intended to increase productivity and acquire
hard currency necessary for the purchase o f imports and the continued funding of the
state’s expansive social commitments. Among these policy changes were legalizing the
possession o f American dollars, emphasizing a previously discouraged international
tourism industry, reopening agricultural markets, authorizing a range of self-employment
8 There is a broad range o f literature that discusses the contemporary experience o f Cuba in terms of
transition with varying degrees o f nuance, which I do not engage with here. See for example Brotherton
(2008) on entrepreneurs in the joint-venture health sector and Hemandez-Reguant (2004) on the
significance o f changes in conceptions of artistic intellectual property and an emerging elite of well-known
artists and musicians. Here, I focus instead on authors whose work examines facets o f economic activity
that share some characteristics with small-scale urban agriculturalists producing for the market. I include
this discussion because, as will become clear, the experiences and perceptions o f urban farmers offer an
insightful critique o f analysts who seize upon the presence o f material incentives or practices of selfemployment as indicative o f emerging capitalist rationalities.
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activities, and restructuring the agricultural sector (Eckstein 1994). The impacts of these
reforms are frequently visible in new, or in a few cases returned, additions to the city
landscape.
Some additions are surreptitious, like the little blue sign on the pillar of the front
door to the apartment complex where I resided in Havana. Marked with the words
arrendador divisa, the sign indicated that a unit in the building was authorized to rent
rooms to tourists and charge in foreign currency or the equivalent in convertible pesos
(divisa). In return for this privilege, the proprietor paid a monthly tax to the government,
but was still able to earn an income that far surpassed the average state salary. Amelia
Weinreb (2009) contends that such individuals represent a new social class characterized
by earnings independent of state employment and a corresponding ability to better
insulate themselves from material shortages. Weinreb further argues that the profitoriented activities o f this self-employed class are governed by an individualistic logic of
“nascent capitalism” (2009, 107). The pursuit of profit and desire for consumer goods
thereby represents the incursion of capitalist values.
This view of the self-employed is echoed by Benjamin Smith (1999), who
examines a broader range of such practices. In addition to operating a guest house, the
Cuban government has authorized an increasing, if specifically limited, number of selfemployment activities. Among the more prominent of these pursuits are the vintage
American cars operating as taxis, the small signs in ground floor windows indicating
juice or food sales, home restaurants or paladares, and street vendors. For Smith these
independent entrepreneurs form a unique and vital social class for Cuba’s eventual
transition to capitalism. He states, “When a transition toward a true free-market economy
occurs in Cuba, the self-employed will be an important minority of Cubans who have
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small-enterprise experience, who are familiar with risk taking, investment and profits,
taxes and regulations. They will be uniquely equipped to thrive in a capitalist setting”
(Smith 1999, 58). The trajectory of Cuba towards capitalism in this statement is
unquestioned; it is only a matter of “when” the transition will occur. Similarly, the skills
that Smith associates with self-employment are assumed to be pertinent only within a
capitalist economy.
Another addition scattered about the city are farmers’ markets (Mercados
Agropecuarios or Agros). Unable to fulfill its longstanding role as primary provider of
food and hoping to stimulate greater production in the agricultural sector, the government
opened these markets as a way to improve access to food and provide a material incentive
for producers. Inside these markets, depending on the day and season, shoppers can find a
variety o f produce to supplement the dwindling amounts supplied by the ration. In
practice, the variety and quality vary according to the market and, by association, the
price. In some markets prices are capped by the state, whereas in others they are
nominally set by supply and demand. Referred to colloquially as agros de los ricos
(markets for the rich) or la boutique, offerings in the latter are invariably more expensive
but also o f higher quality and more diverse. These markets are actually a resurrection o f a
similar set o f markets, which operated between 1980 and 1986 and were shut down by
the government on the grounds that they promoted excessive profiteering (Marshall
1998). Borrowing the phrase from Benjamin et. al’s (1984, 60) account of these earlier
markets, Jeffery Marshall describes the present agros as “dashes of capitalism,” because
of the presence of personal profits and prices regulated by supply and demand rather than
by the state (1998, 285).

Maria Gropas (2006) echoes this characterization of farmers’ markets as
incursions of capitalist processes. She contends that changes in the organization of
agricultural production, resulting from the exigencies of the special period, are further
evidence of this dynamic. The Cuban government broke up its large state farms, which
encompassed the majority o f rural land, into smaller cooperatives holding title to the land
in long-term usufruct, which she argues is “reminiscent o f private property” (2006, 270).
Together with the material incentives of selling at profit in the agros and practices of
hiring wage labourers on cooperative farms, these changes suggest to Gropas “an
incipient process o f capitalist restoration, albeit within the confines of la revolución”
(2006, 270). Here again, the piecemeal selection of particular elements of economic
activity serve to construct a broader narrative of capitalist transformation.
Collectively, the narratives of “exceptional socialism” and “transition” suggest an
understanding of economic activity divided along a socialist versus capitalist plane.
Socialism is defined by the presence of strong centralized state which controls both the
means of production and the distribution of goods, utilizing moral incentives to induce
productivity. Capitalism is seen to be present wherever there is private control over
production and an ostensibly free-market. The naturalization of Cuba’s unquestioned
transition towards capitalism reproduces what Gibson-Graham identify as a discourse of
capitalocentrism, in selectively reading certain economic practices as reflecting the
globally dominant form of economy. In inverse fashion, the celebratory literature
representing urban agriculture as an achievement of the Cuban state reproduces a
particular understanding of socialism. However, as will become clear, the crude
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dichotomy of socialism/capitalism inadequately reflects how urban food producers
understand their own activities.
O f Bicycles and Chinese Buses: Situating the Present Study
My expectation of joining a crowd of bicycles was guided by another state
response to the crisis. With transportation crippled in the absence of fuel and spare parts,
the Cuban government promoted the use of bicycles as an alternative mode of
transportation. Through the disbursement of bicycles received from China, the number of
bicycles increased more than tenfold between 1990 and 1994, leading one source to
declare that “the massive use of the bicycle has rapidly transformed the urban landscape”
(Scarpaci, et al. 2002, 180).
The absence o f visible signs of such a transformation as I pedalled the streets of
Havana at one level reflected the persistence of material shortage. Bicycle parts necessary
to keep the two-wheeled vehicles on the road were difficult to acquire. It also reflected a
general lack of enthusiasm. Many spoke derisively of the impressive heft of the old
Chinese bicycles, and more than a few could even quote their weight of sixty pounds.
However, the lack of bicycles also indicated an overall improvement in the Cuban
economy in recent years. The new Chinese buses running on inexpensive Venezuelan oil
hinted at the importance o f strengthening trade relations with both countries to this
recovery, as described by some analysts (Campbell 2008; Mendes and Marques 2009).
This observation provoked the question o f how and whether the improved economy
would be reflected in sites of urban agriculture so often connected to the experience of
real need.
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“Non-state ” Actors in the Field
As discussed, a great deal of emphasis has been placed on the state’s role in
guiding and supporting urban agriculture and the general shift to agro-ecological
practices. However, relatively little attention has been paid to the role of other enabling
institutions like non-governmental organizations (NGOs) (Premat 2009). Frequently
connected to and generally supportive of official state goals, NGOs and NGO supported
projects multiplied during the 1990s, serving as important channels for international
funding (Dilla and Oxhom 2002). One institution in particular has played a significant
role in supporting small-scale urban agriculture, the Fundación Núñez Jimínez de la
Naturaleza y el Hombre (Foundation Núñez Jimínez of Nature and Humanity, hereafter
the Foundation). With a broad focus on issues of the environment and sustainable
development, the Foundation became involved in the promotion of permaculture in the
early 1990s. An idea which had entered Cuba via an Australian and New Zealand
friendship brigade near the start of the special period, the permaculture principles of lowinputs and low-effort found resonance in a time of great material scarcity. As one
member of the Foundation put it in describing their organization’s relationship with
small-scale producers, “we’re supporting these sites both to have an immediate impact,
and to create model sites that can be used for demonstration purposes.. .so that others can
see and be motivated to do the same thing with the resources that they have available.”
As shall be seen, this is a project that some of the urban food producers discussed in the
next section have personally adopted, albeit for their own reasons.
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Rooftop Rabbits, Backyard Mango Trees, and Mamey: Personal Projects and Place
Having a patio and tending plants allows you to dream .. .as though you had a long
life ahead of you.9
Teresa, Havana, June 1, 2010
I now turn to the activities of Havana residents like Teresa, who creatively secure
livelihoods and food supplies by engaging in urban agriculture. Such practices are
undoubtedly motivated in part by an experience of need, and in many cases involve
commercialization for a profit. However, as the ensuing discussion will demonstrate, the
practices and perceptions of these producers evince an ongoing engagement with the
places of their patios, rooftops, neighbourhoods, and city in a manner that reflects their
personal passions, dreams, and experiences. Furthermore, far from contributing to an
understanding of an urban agricultural movement whose success has been fomented and
guided by the state, many producers perceived the state to be either an obstacle or a
largely absent participant.

Teresa
Entering Teresa’s patio on the periphery o f Havana was like stepping into a forest.
The temperature dropped perceptibly underneath the spreading limbs of a large mamey,
which sheltered a cornucopia of fruit trees - lime, peach, mango, avocado, cherry,
tamarind, custard apple, anon, and multiple varieties of banana. Interspersed throughout
the lush understory was an assortment o f cooking and medicinal herbs as well as an
astonishing array of ornamentals. Clustered around the entrance were stacks of clay pots
and neatly displayed potted plants, indicating that this site was more than personal retreat,
but also a source o f livelihood. Towards the back a sheltered patio contained eleven

9 1 conducted all o f the interviews with Havana producers in Spanish. The translations are mine.
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elevated cages housing a number of rabbits in different stages of development.
Examining each of these elements and the way Teresa relates to them, reveals an
understanding of place that is not easily encapsulated in terms of crisis, socialist
solidarity, or petty capitalism. Fruit trees, ornamental plants, and rabbits emerge from and
form a complex intersection of relations: personal desire; a political ethos of sharing;
attempts to secure a livelihood in difficult economic circumstances; struggles with the
physical environment of the patio; and the experience of growing old in a revolution that
is increasingly unable to fulfill the promise of its own youth.
“I’m a communist,” Teresa proudly asserted the first time we met, and went on to
describe the heady days of the first years of the revolution when her family left for Miami
and she elected to stay “to build the revolution.” Now in her mid-70s, and suffering from
a surgically repaired back that limits her mobility and ability to tend her ample patio,
Teresa is disappointed with the status of the revolution. She laments the decline in public
services and the difficulties in securing desired foods in the absence of either nearby
public transit or affordable markets. “Why did we struggle?” she asks. Teresa is also
troubled by what she perceives to be a decline in civic responsibility and social solidarity.
In this light, choosing to grow fruit trees makes a great deal of sense. They require
relatively little effort and produce something which is often unavailable or expensive in
markets. Mamey, for instance, is a rich, orange-fleshed fruit that is both popular and
scarce in Cuba. In fact, I only ever saw the fruit for sale in los agros de los ricos. For
Teresa, the fruit also provides a source of income. This year, because of need to replace a
couple o f windows that had been damaged by a storm, she kept aside the money earned
from selling mamey. This allowed her to keep track o f the earnings, something that
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Teresa does not ordinarily do. In all, she sold 1200 pesos worth.10 “At an accessible
price,” she adds, “much cheaper than what you would pay at the market and of better
quality too.” A substantial sum, the cash value could have been considerably more,
however, as Teresa gave away an equivalent number of fruits to friends and neighbours,
including to those she did not personally like. “One wants to be useful to their
neighbours. I can’t eat something that my patio has provided me with, without sharing it
with my neighbours. If I don’t share, I don’t sleep.” In this respect, the products of
Teresa’s patio enable her to continue to enact the ideals o f the revolution that so excited
her in her youth. Hence, while a private space, the patio connects Teresa to her
neighbours and reflects a continued commitment to maintaining relationships.
Yet, the choice to grow fruit trees is not only a practical decision based on
material necessity and physical limitations, but also a personal passion.
I like the woods. It’s not just a single tree or fruit tree, but the woods.
Forests. I love them. They stir up a very special feeling inside me. I don’t
know why. I enter into the woods and I am transformed, I lose myself. I
don’t know. It is something very..I can’t explain it. I love it. I like all
plants, but the woods I love.
The diversity and selection of tree species is also telling. When I asked Teresa how she
selected the varieties to plant, she responded:
I try to plant trees that have been disappearing. Mamey, before, for you to
encounter a mamey tree would have taken a lot o f effort. Because people
say, “They take 20 years to bear fruit.” But the thing is people don’t think.
For if they don’t get to eat the fruit, their children will, or their
grandchildren. The problem is to plant them.

10 To give a sense of average monthly Cuban salaries, in 2010, a retiree’s pension was 150 pesos, the
caretaker for a school earned 335 pesos, and a doctor’s salary was 570 pesos (24 Cuban Pesos = 1 U.S.
Dollar).
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Hence, where the more profitable and productive use of the patio space might have been
to plant a monocrop of banana trees, the space reflects Teresa’s desire for a private refuge
resembling the forests that she loves as well as a personal effort to maintain plant
diversity. The presence of the large mamey tree also speaks to long term thinking, of
planting for successive generations. Indeed, that this tree is fruiting now indicates that in
the height of the special period when food shortages were severe, there was an element of
foresight and future hope in the planning of Teresa’s patio.
The space was not always so verdant. Teresa first moved to the neighbourhood in
the early 1980s after her old home had been requisitioned by the government for the
construction of part of its new biotechnology zone. As Teresa describes it, when she
arrived the patio looked like a construction dump site, filled with waste materials and
poor quality soil. Chunks of broken concrete arranged in neat walls and forming pillars
for potted plants indicate the transformations that have taken place since. Still, in
Teresa’s estimation, a high water table and excessive clay content in the soil continue to
discourage deep root formation. “Every time there’s a cyclone, it knocks down three or
four trees,” she says. Efforts to improve the soil, through composting and the application
of manure, have been a constant in a space where meaning is layered and whose purpose
has shifted over time.
Some of these shifts are visible in Teresa’s description of the site. For instance,
she explains that she is no longer as fastidious about cleaning up fallen leaves. This is in
large part a result of having taken a course on permaculture, promoted by the Foundation,
near the start of the special period. Allowing leaves to decompose where they fall mimics
natural processes in the forest. Additionally, there is the element of commercial sale.
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Teresa began selling the products of her patio labour during the special period and started
a business selling ornamental plants. As she explains:
In the heart o f the special period, there was a lot of money. People had
money. What there wasn’t, was food, or clothes, or shoes. But money,
there was a lot of that. People had money because they were sent dollars
from overseas or something and the dollar came to be valued at 150 pesos.
If you changed 10 dollars, you had 1500 pesos. ..And, since there was
nothing to buy, they bought plants. And since there weren’t any other
nurseries around, they came here.. .1 had clients who came all the way
from East Havana.
The sale of ornamentals has declined in recent years however, which Teresa attributes to
both the changing economic circumstances and the spread of nurseries. The legalization
o f American dollars fixed the exchange rate at 24 pesos to one dollar, and the opening of
stores that sell products in the equivalent Cuban convertible peso cooled the black
market-fuelled inflation. The shops established by the Ministry of Agriculture to support
urban agricultural activities also sell large numbers of ornamental plants. The resultant
drying up o f her market and the continued struggle to improve the soil conditions of her
patio has led Teresa to return to an earlier practice of raising rabbits, but with a changed
purpose. She describes her decision as follows:
One, because, personally, economically, it’s a bit difficult. I sell a lot less
plants now, almost nothing, and that’s what I live off. So, raising rabbits, I
can solve my personal economic problem, because I can sell rabbits. Food
always sells. Always. And asides from that, I can use their waste. A sac of
manure - which isn’t a full sac, it’s a half sac - costs me 10 pesos. When I
have enough rabbit waste, I won’t have to buy manure.
That this is a financially motivated decision is reinforced one afternoon when Teresa
hauls out a day planner in which she has recorded in minute detail all of the expenditures,
divided into recurring and investment costs, and revenue associated with raising rabbits.
In the expenditures column she tallies the costs of medicine, hiring a man to cut grass
(forage) for the rabbits, feed, and the loss she attributes to selling rabbits to the state-run
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Empresa de Ganado Menor (Small Farm Animal Enterprise, hereafter EGAME). This
last notation is telling, as officially, EGAME supports small animal raisers by providing a
guaranteed market and supplying low-cost feed. However, many producers find the
prices paid to be absurdly low. Still, Teresa maintains this relationship by selling only a
few rabbits each month because she values the balanced feed that is distributed, which
she stretches by supplementing with other available materials. The majority of her
rabbits, however, Teresa sells to another contact at much higher prices. In the investment
column are listed the price of the cages, a hard to acquire item whose purchase was
facilitated through another producer. In all, over the past six months, she has earned 562
pesos. In her estimation, it is a worthwhile activity because in addition to this sum she has
thirty-eight healthy rabbits and will not need to make the expensive purchases of cages
again. So, in the future she expects to be able to earn even more.
Interpreting such careful accounting as indicative of valuable training for a future
capitalist economy devalues Teresa’s other motivations. Beyond the need for manure to
maintain her patio, the practice also enmeshes Teresa in a network of small-animal raisers
both in her own neighbourhood and across the city. Here she finds some of the solidarity
and sense o f togetherness that she feels is lacking in other relationships. Friends in the
neighbourhood help Teresa with the difficult task of cutting grass for forage. They
exchange rabbits or breeding services of machos (male rabbits) to improve the genetic
stock of their breeding pairs. In fact, her largest macho was a gift from a fellow rabbit
producer in a district closer to the city center, Manuel, whose story I turn to next.

Manuel
A multi-talented man in his mid-60s, Manuel’s current livelihood is the raising
and sale of small animals, mostly rabbits. While he has raised animals since his youth,
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and raised rabbits for food and income since the late 1980s, the current operation took
shape in the late 1990s. Stretching out over the rooftop of Manuel’s childhood home in a
working-class neighbourhood of Havana are two banks of cages. Sheltered from the sun
by corrugated vinyl roofing panels, and elevated from the floor, they house some seventy
rabbits. Beneath the cages a number o f guinea pigs run free, cleaning up the leftover food
dropped by the rabbits above. In the far corner another set o f cages holds a number of
laying hens. On the unsheltered half of the patio an eclectic assortment of vessels, old
pots, milk crates, and plastic barrels with their tops sawed off, contain a variety of plants:
peppers, squash, malabar spinach, and celery, and lemon, banana, and papaya fruit trees.
As he tells it, his activity is related to both Cuba’s economic conditions and the unique
environment of the city. “I’ve raised rabbits for a lot of years, dealing with the lack of
everything that there is in this country. And raising rabbits in the city, where, as you’ve
realized, it’s very difficult to raise rabbits off of forage. In the city there’s nothing for
forage. There are no grains. There’s nothing.” An inventor, Manuel has developed a
unique system for dealing with this scarcity. He recycles market wastes, dehydrating,
milling, and mixing the discards with other components, to produce a low-cost feed.
There is little question that this is his work and livelihood. He emphatically states
that he does not give anything away. If a neighbour wants a rabbit for dinner or eggs,
they have to pay. It was not always so, however. In the early days he would share with
his neighbours, but he notes that they used to bring him things as well, like day-old bread
and leftover food.11 When I ask why this exchange stopped, Manuel shrugs his shoulders,
“It’s been a long tim e.. .people get tired.”

11 In spite o f such assertions, there are still friends with whom Manuel is quite generous, like Teresa who
received one o f his machos. In return, the lemon tree on his rooftop is a gift from Teresa.
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The effort of maintaining an urban barnyard of such proportions is significant.
There are the frequent trips to the market to gather waste materials and the weekly cutting
of fresh grass, an exhausting and backbreaking chore in the heat of summer, but
necessary to supplement the rabbits’ diet with vitamins and minerals. There is the
cleaning, watering, and inspecting of the animals for health problems. Disease can travel
quickly, especially when the animals are already taxed by the summer heat. Finally, there
is the unpleasant business of processing the rabbits and finding a market for the meat.
This work does afford Manuel a degree of independence as a member of the selfemployed. He is able to earn a salary several times higher than that of a state-worker and
to do so on his own terms. He is adamant about this independence, proudly and
emphatically stating that what he has achieved has been as a result of his own initiative.
“The government didn’t give me this,” he says, “It hasn’t given me anything.”
Manuel’s unique manner of raising rabbits is more than a means of securing a
livelihood in difficult economic circumstances and asserting independence and
competency, however. It also reflects a creative mind that relishes the opportunity to
invent and experiment. When I asked, “Why rabbits?” Manuel responded, “I love to raise
animals. Any animal. I love it. And rabbits are animals that reproduce. And given that I
could never have a farm .. .1 love horses, I would love to have cows, pigs, large
anim als.. .but since I can’t, rabbits reproduce. It’s the most that I can do in my space.”12
What Manuel is describing here is not primarily the fact that rabbits are prolific breeders,
although that undoubtedly helps his personal finances. Rather, he is relating the pride and
satisfaction that he takes in selectively breeding his rabbits to enhance desired

12 To clarify, Manuel has no desire to move to the countryside and much prefers urban life. His expression
o f not being able to have a farm refers to the space constraints o f his Havana home.
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characteristics like size, head shape, and fast weight gain on his homemade feed. The
genetic lineage of each rabbit is carefully tracked on a metal tag hanging from their cage.
That these characteristics also enhance the marketability and financial return of his
operation is undoubted. However, he also distributes the resultant genetically superior
rabbits to his wide network of rabbit-producing friends at prices no higher than the
standard rate for meat rabbits. In other words, he willingly and proudly shares the
benefits of his skilful breeding practices.
The practice of raising rabbits, furthermore, enmeshes Manuel in networks of
relations which root him in his neighbourhood and city in specific ways. His competency
and knowledge have earned him respect and admiration among the large group of rabbit
raisers in the city. Rabbits also require daily care. Consequently, Manuel was home every
afternoon, a fact well known to his neighbours, extensive personal networks, and the
community of rabbit raisers. It was a rare evening that there was not a knock on the door
while we were at work on the rooftop feeding and watering the animals. It was nearly
always someone looking for advice on their own rabbit operations, advice that Manuel
gives freely.
There are also the networks of food vendors at the market that Manuel relies upon
for the inputs to his homemade feed. Not a market for the rich, he reminded me. He
would take me to one of those later on and point out the difference in prices, quality,
variety, and dress of the people shopping there. For Manuel these visual markers
indicated a broken system, which while officially declaring equality, produced inequality.
At the capped market, Manuel followed a fairly-set routine making the rounds to various
vendors that were obviously well known to him and collecting or purchasing a variety of
waste products. A bucket placed outside a juice stand door would be filled with fruit pulp
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by the time Manuel returned from purchasing bird feed from another vendor and old
bread from a cafeteria stall.
Later, back at his home, as we broke the bread and shovelled other waste into the
trays o f his homemade dehydrator, Manuel quipped, “So, do you think everyone can do
as Manuel does?” He was noting the intricacies and skills that his operation required as
well as the personal relationships it formed and depended upon. “Why do you think I do
whatever I want at the market?” he asked rhetorically. “Because I solve a lot of
problems.” Indeed, Manuel’s workshop, full of his father’s tools from before the
revolution, acts as a local repair shop, where he often fixes household items for those he
knows.
These reciprocal interactions form powerful ties. One afternoon, as we were
cutting sacks of grass, Manuel mentioned to me that he had been a fisherman for several
years with his own boat. He made it clear that he could have left at any time, but chose to
stay. When I later asked why, he responded defiantly, “Because I don’t want to leave. I’m
not interested in leaving. I’m really a conservative person. I like my house, my bed, my
tools, what’s mine. Why should I have to leave what’s mine?”
There are other relations present in Manuel’s rooftop. The emphasis on recycling
waste materials is influenced in large part through his association with the Foundation.
This relationship has been very beneficial for Manuel, affording him access to scarce and
expensive materials like the roofing panels that cover his rabbit cages. In return, the NGO
has a site to bring visitors, both Cuban and foreign, interested in the successes of urban
agriculture. For the Foundation, Manuel’s practice is a model of sustainability, utilizing
local resources, closing waste loops, improving the urban environment, and producing
food that can be consumed locally. Manuel is somewhat cynical about this representation,
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wondering what possible impact his activity could have when in the evening the fires of
the refinery smokestacks processing Venezuelan oil on Havana Bay are clearly visible
from his rooftop, as they send plumes of black smoke into the air. He also notes that the
price o f rabbit is generally far too expensive for “the people,” and the meat often only
appears in high-end restaurants. However, later on he would articulate a vision for a
scaled-up city- sized version of his home operation that would process organic wastes en
masse. He described it in terms of diverting waste, reducing greenhouse gases from
rotting organic matter, and producing protein in a manner that does not require inputs of
grains otherwise intended for human consumption. At this point, I commented that he
was beginning to sound like an environmentalist. “I am an environmentalist,” he replied.
“I’m not a dreamer though.”
This last comment refers to his disbelief that such a dream could ever be made
reality in Cuba, because of the lack of materials and what he perceives to be the
incompetency of the Cuban state. An intransigent critic of socialism, these opinions are
both formed by, and constitute, his perception o f the city landscape. Frequently, as we
rode the bus together to a small farm in eastern Havana, Manuel would point out the
window at some building with paint peeling or a crumbling façade and exclaim, “How
ugly! They’ve built nothing since the revolution, and all this is deteriorating.” Later on,
as we sat on his front porch after finishing the evening chores, he would point across the
street to where the remains of a long-collapsed balcony belonging to the neighbouring
row of houses were clearly visible. In any other country, he asserted, the neighbours
could have gotten together and bought the cement and supplies to fix it. Not in Cuba,
Manuel explained. Here the materials are too expensive, or unavailable, or dedicated to
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state projects. Clearly, the absence of new construction or building maintenance supports
his belief that socialism in Cuba is not working.
Yet, the farm to which we were traveling had contracted him, in a manner of
speaking, to implement a larger version of his home system. Unsurprisingly, construction
was frequently delayed because of a lack of materials, but slowly over the course of the
summer, and through Manuel’s many connections and expertise, a large-scale dehydrator
was built and equipment for processing market waste in bulk was assembled. There is
little doubt that this operation was intended to be profitable, as the manager of the farm
and Manuel calculated the cost of inputs and operation versus revenue from the sale of
the resultant feed. However, for Manuel it also represented an opportunity to invent.
Processing market wastes on such a large scale led Manuel to search for efficiencies,
such as devising a machine to pre-process materials in a manner that extracted the juice
in order to speed up dehydration. Finally, the intended customers for the finished product
are telling: the extensive contacts and friends that Manuel has in the rabbit-raising
community. When I asked why, Manuel responded, “Well, because it would be a source
o f income for me. That’s one. The primary reason. I won’t deceive you. And, two, it
solves a problem for my friends.”
Clearly, Manuel’s activities confound a straightforward characterization of his
operation as that of member of an alleged proto-capitalist class. The use of market wastes
to feed rabbits, the possibility of producing such feed in bulk, and the selective breeding
of rabbits to enhance their sale value, are all activities motivated at one level by the
pursuit o f profit. Yet, the same activities simultaneously demonstrate a host of complex
motivations and desires. The use of market wastes also reflects an appreciation of the
principles of sustainable production and a personal joy and pride in the process of
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invention. Manuel willingly shares the fruits of his skilful selective breeding and his vast
knowledge and experience with other breeders. Finally, the bulk production of feed is
clearly also reflect a desire to ease the difficulties experienced by his friends in feeding
their rabbits under conditions of scarcity. It is furthermore abundantly evident that
Manuel does not perceive his practice to be either instigated by or promoted by the state.
Instead, Manuel views the state to be an obstacle to the pursuit of his goals.
Finally, while evidently rooted in place, Manuel’s rooftop project does not evince
the same element of vision for a different neighbourhood that is demonstrated by
Teresa’s patio. Where Teresa’s actions of sharing, improving the soil, and planting for
future generations indicate a commitment to the betterment of her neighbourhood,
Manuel’s food producing activities evince no such hope for what he perceives to be a
deteriorating city.

Miguel
In contrast, Miguel, a rabbit-raising friend of Manuel’s in his late 50s, approaches
the conditions of scarcity in Cuba with a degree of acceptance saying, “We’re a poor
country. What poor person doesn’t experience want?” In this respect, Miguel views urban
agriculture favourably as a practical means of mitigating food scarcity, and he
furthermore sees considerable continuity in practices o f urban agriculture. He recalls his
father raising chickens and having a few plants in their back patio when he was growing
up, and points to neighbourhood trees, like the large mamey on the grounds of a nearby
museum, as evidence of past practices. For his part, Miguel became involved in urban
agriculture only recently in 2004, in large part because he moved and now had access to
space in a large back patio. Initially, thinking only about “taking advantage of the land,”
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he planted several varieties of fruit trees. Later, as a result of his friendship with Manuel
he started to raise rabbits and was introduced to the idea of permaculture through the
Foundation.
Miguel credits these associations with raising his consciousness on environmental
issues and changing the way he views his patio space. Where earlier he had been
disappointed by the poor soil conditions, as the site had been a former dumping ground
for construction waste, he now views the tall grasses that survive in the patio as a
valuable food source for his rabbits. The manure from the rabbits, in turn, helps enrich
the soil, and he foresees being able to plant vegetables at some point in the future. This
cycle of nutrients and making use of materials previously thought of as garbage has
influenced how Miguel thinks of waste management in general.
There are times in your everyday life, when you throw something out,
right. And you don’t look for a way to take advantage of it, or think about
how you could use it for something else. So, we could take advantage of
more of the things we have around u s... So, let’s say..food..food waste. If
everyone was made aware, and they separated it, that could become a food
source for their animals. Or, the state could take it. Or if not the state,
some other person who raised animals could take it and convert it into a
food source for animals. Got it?”
Miguel accomplishes this through his own actions. He distributed buckets to many of his
neighbours, asking them to separate out their organic wastes so that he can use it as food
for his rabbits and the recent addition of pigs. In return he gives them a portion of pork,
although the majority is reserved for his large extended family and their New Year’s
celebrations.
Miguel also sees a positive role for the state in promoting urban agriculture and
recycling, and credits the government’s commitment to looking out for the well-being of
the population. Specifically, he highlights the capacity o f the state to inform and educate
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through channels like television and schools. In this regard, he views his patio as a
complementary teaching space saying:
It’s also something spiritually beneficial, because the family, if they’re
having a get together with a group of friends, we can go out and sit down,
see nature, and remember that one is a part of nature too. That we belong
to it, that we have to coexist and make it better, not destroy it.
Understand?...you’re sharing with your friends, or with your family, and
you witness the beauty, the trees, the flowers, that give you fruit, or maybe
some kind of food that you’re lacking at that m oment.. .and so, you’re
teaching at the same time to those around you: “take care of nature.”
Hence, while a private space, Miguel clearly views his patio as being connected to the
neighbourhood, whether through the reciprocal relations established by his animal raising
operation, the pleasure of sharing the space with family and friends, or its use as an
educational opportunity with the hope o f fomenting greater environmental consciousness.
Indeed, in describing the benefits of the patio, Miguel specifically notes that his home is
in an urban zone and that his trees serve to “improve the air that we breathe” in addition
to providing a source of nutrition. His hope is that others would make use of their
available space in similar ways, and thereby both beautify the city and reduce the
experience o f shortage generally. If the city were full of avocado trees, he tells me,
imagine what the price of avocados would be!
Finally, the fruit and rabbit meat produced are undoubtedly important to the
family finances, supplementing his meagre income as a custodian at a nearby school
through sales and home provisioning. As he tells me:
You can’t always look at these things with the mindset of it’s a business,
you know, planting in order sell, which isn’t a bad thing either. If you can
plant something and sell, that’s fine, because that too helps out financially.
But, it doesn’t only help out in this form. It’s also a savings, because the
things you get from the patio you don’t have to purchase, and that’s a
savings too.
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Yet, even the productive aspect is valued for more than its financial contribution. Miguel
also appreciates the quality of what he produces. He takes pleasure in making a guava
milkshake for his granddaughter and knowing that the fruit is from his own tree and
healthy, not treated with chemicals. Indeed, Miguel can wax poetic about his bananas that
ripen on the tree. “The taste is completely different,” he says. “It’s totally different. It’s
sweeter, and pleasing to the palate.”

Fernando
Fernando shares Miguel’s love for quality fruit. He remembers a furor over a
large-scale micro-jet irrigation system promoted by the Soviets in the 80s. Intended to
increase yields, the result, in Fernando’s opinion, was large fruit that “tasted like water.”
He much prefers the fruit that his patio produces, telling me that while avocadoes “are
always part water,” his are “pure fat.” “The best way to eat them is with a spoon, because
the flavour is too intense for a salad.” A long time member o f the urban agricultural
movement in Havana, Fernando traces his involvement to the start of the special period,
which he calls “the time o f hunger.” “It was completely unforeseen,” he says. “One day
you woke up and there, it happened, the food was gone.” “I’ll never forgive them [the
government],” he adds, making it clear who he felt was to blame for the sudden
shortages. At that time, Fernando started a garden at his work site, utilizing the vacant
space below the antennae towers of a radio station. In recounting this story, he makes it
abundantly clear that this was his own initiative, and was not inspired by a government
directive or the support of his superiors. The ever-evolving patio and rooftop garden at
his own home, however, evinces an understanding and commitment to the practice of
urban agriculture that exceeds a characterization as mere crisis response.
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The back patio is pleasantly shaded by a green canopy formed by the interlocking
branches o f large avocado and soursop trees. Along the sunny portion of the side fence
several banana trees grow from a compost pile. Three grapevines climb from holes in the
concrete patio to the rooftop, where Fernando has several improvised raised planters
containing a variety of herbs, dwarf fruit trees, ornamentals, and vegetables, like peppers,
beans, and squash. This well-laid out and tidy site is a frequent stop for foreign visitors
interested in the story of urban agriculture, who are directed to his home by various
organizations involved in promoting the practice, including the Foundation. The personal
connections Fernando has made through this involvement and interest has undoubtedly
afforded him certain privileges in terms of prestige and access to foreign currency by
running related workshops. While infrequent, such employment affords Fernando the
luxury of independence from the state workforce where, as he puts it, he would earn a
consistent but “abusive and offensive salary.”
However, Fernando’s activities cannot be interpreted entirely, or indeed in their
majority, as motivated by self-interest. “We should flourish where God put us,” he says,
placing emphasis on his decision to stay in the neighbourhood where he knows many
who have left, emigrating in search of opportunities elsewhere. While possibilities of
mobility within Cuba are limited and family provides a strong reason for staying in Cuba,
it would be unfair to discount such powerful statements as merely indicative o f a flair for
the dramatic. Fernando speaks passionately about his neighbourhood and the struggle to
build an ecological and agricultural movement. In the beginning it was easier,” he says.
“You could get funding and help. Then the wall returned. More paperwork...The
bureaucracy is monstrous.” Perceiving the state to be an impediment to neighbourhood
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organizing, Fernando has modified his tactics, a decision reflected in the changing patio
layout. In his current opinion, the most effective way of encouraging others to participate
is through modeling and gentle engagement. Aware that many in the neighbourhood do
not traditionally associate gardening with growing food crops, Fernando is attempting to
change that mindset by creating a patio space that is aesthetically pleasing, inviting, and
surreptitiously productive.
To this end, over the course o f many visits, we took down the roof that had
sheltered his prior rabbit operation. In its place, we fabricated a mesh grid, using old
electrical wire and a dismembered chain-link fence, to act as trellis for more grape vines.
As the vines grew, they provided shade for a pleasant seating area arranged beneath, and
Fernando commented that the house below was notably cooler as well. In the remaining
area o f the patio, Fernando rearranged his raised planters. He was excited about planting
some new seed varieties that had been sent to him by an earlier visitor from England.
Among them were coloured lettuces and cabbages, which Fernando thought would allow
him to disguise vegetables as ornamentals. The walls and floor received a paint touch-up
as well, in preparation for filming for a local television program about home decorating
that he had arranged through one of his many contacts. The idea was to inspire others
with sturdy roofs to take advantage of the space and produce something too.
There is little doubt that the modifications to the rooftop also reflect a desire for a
measure o f financial security and to decrease the amount of effort required to maintain
the patio. A crate of grapes can be sold for 200 pesos, and he knows someone who was
able to harvest a ton of grapes off of a nearby rooftop. The grapes can also be processed
into wine, worth 10-15 pesos a bottle. For Fernando, this is nearly free income, only
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requiring a small amount of pruning, a welcome change from the daily toil of tending to
rabbits, which he describes as “slavery.”
Yet, the rooftop activities also reflect the enactment of a vision for a future
neighbourhood that is more ecologically conscious and food secure. One afternoon, as we
sat and chatted in the shelter of the flourishing grapes above us, Fernando pointed out
recent visible changes to the neighbourhood skyline. Down the street a man had also
begun cultivating grapes, as had neighbours nearby, their green growth clearly visible.
Across the street, he noted how people had an assortment of ornamentals and cacti
planted in pots, which for Fernando hinted at potential for later interest in growing food
as well. These physical modifications serve as proof for Fernando that his efforts in
promoting urban permaculture are finding resonance.

Eduardo
In a more peripheral district of Havana, Eduardo similarly hopes that the small
parcela he tends to in usufruct can serve as model for others to emulate. The often
chaotic space is the product of need, creative experimentation, desire, and engagement
with the physical attributes of the plot. A long-time gardener, Eduardo recalls the first
time he cultivated in the heart of the city. It was 1963, and he had been assigned to a
work unit in the central district near Plaza de la Revolución. In one of his numerous
speeches, Eduardo remembers Fidel at that time urging Cubans to plant productive
gardens. Inspired, Eduardo cleaned up a lot formerly occupied by a collapsed home and
began planting garlic. “There was a severe shortage of garlic in those times. You couldn’t
find it anywhere, as it was an imported product. I planted my first little head of garlic that
I borrowed from a woman. Just little. Twenty-two cloves. And I harvested twenty-two
gigantic heads of garlic, the biggest that you can produce in this country.”
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Such was the pleasure that Eduardo took from gardening that he continued to do
so in later work assignments, whenever he could find a patch of earth to till.
It’s lovely to have a little seed, and in a short while see it in fruit. That’s
beauty. That’s creation. It’s seeing life created by someone. Plant a small
cutting, and within a few days see how it sprouts with the care and
watering that you give it. That’s beauty. It’s creation. And I’ve always
loved to create.
Now in his early 70s, Eduardo moved to his current neighbourhood, almost in the
countryside, after he retired about ten years ago, where he continues to “create.” He too
has been exposed to the idea of permaculture by an acquaintance and has since become
enamored with the possibilities of reusing waste materials, designing regenerative
productive spaces, and utilizing alternative sources of energy. The influence prompted
Eduardo to dream o f building a model space that would incorporate many o f the elements
he had learned about, including a working windmill and composting toilet. Unfortunately,
when he looked into acquiring a nearby patch of unused land to begin building his dream,
he ran into a series of roadblocks and political difficulties that he attributes to corruption
in the middle levels of government bureaucracy. After six years of attempting to gain
access to the land, disappointed, he gave up and settled for a smaller plot and reduced the
scale of his dreams.
The present site he has access to via a verbal agreement with a local political
official. While he would prefer greater security of tenure, the lack of any paperwork has
not prevented Eduardo from investing significant time and energy into the site. In the
back comer is a corral for pigs, which he raises as his primary source of income. The sale
of one litter of pigs far exceeds his meager government pension. As he notes, there are
almost no costs, because he feeds the pigs with leftovers and waste gathered from sixteen
neighbours. However, instead of devoting the entire space to raising pigs, they occupy
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only a small comer. Part of the reasoning is a concern for his neighbours and the smell,
which could also be a concern for continued access to the space. However, it also
indicates a degree o f comfort with the income he is able to earn and a desire to implement
other components of his design.
In an ongoing project, Eduardo is building a composting toilet out o f blocks that
he forms himself from waste polystyrene foam and bits of broken tiles, and has plans for
the addition of a solar shower. The original design was to include plots for vegetables;
however, he soon discovered that the humid soil conditions facilitated an impressive
proliferation of slugs, who laid waste to his initial planting. Consequently, the new design
resembles an arboretum, full of different varieties o f trees. Some are spontaneous
additions, like the tamarind and mamoncillo trees, which appeared o f their own accord.
Others were intentionally planted from seed or grafted cuttings. One of the advantages of
grafting is the resultant tree bears fruit at a much younger age. Consequently, Eduardo
was presently experimenting with grafting the notoriously slow-bearing mamey, hoping
that a faster-bearing plant would inspire others to plant it in abundance.
As Eduardo explains, the parcela represents much more than a source of income
or food.
Here..look..I tell you here are several important elements. The first is my
tranquility. My health. I feel at peace, happy. I can meditate. I can be here
alone, in the tranquility. The other aspect is I feel useful. At my age, I
retired 10 years ago, and I feel useful. I feel like many people need me,
because they come visit me. This gives me a feeling like I’m still useful
and that I can do good things.
Indeed, one o f the “good things” that he has accomplished is mastering the art of grafting,
and many come to visit him to learn how. His hope is that, in addition to learning a new
technique, the visitors who come will be inspired by seeing what it is possible to create

with limited resources, and perhaps engage in something similar. In considering the
possibilities for the flourishing of an urban agriculture movement, Eduardo reflects on an
old folk saying:
It’s talking about a man who was heading to the country. And in his bag
he was carrying a mango. He got tired, stopped, and ate the mango. And
with his feet, he dug a little in the dirt, and put the mango seed in and
covered it up. They say that some 10 years later, he was coming back, and
he didn’t have anything to eat and the sun was intense. And that mango
tree blocked the sun and he ate its mangos. Do you get it? Since I was kid,
I’ve always known this saying. It says, “Plant. Plant, so that tomorrow you
eat.” Except that really, we rarely plant in order to eat the next day. We
plant so that others may eat. Mamey, you have to give it excellent care so
that it bears fruit in 8 or 10 years. Normally, fruit trees, if you leave them
to their own devices, they take 15 or 20 years to bear fruit. But listen, if
everyone had planted a mamey, our country would be full of mamey now.
Conclusion
These urban food producers’ expressions of their present activities as extensions
of past practices, which have been elaborated independently and of their own initiative,
clearly unsettles the celebratory narrative that describes an explosion of urban food
production in the early 1990s as a novel activity, emerging primarily as a result of state
intervention, initiative, and support. Teresa raised rabbits and grew fruit trees in the early
1970s. Eduardo grew garlic in the central district of Plaza de la Revolución in the early
1960s, addressing a lack of that imported product. While he was inspired by a speech
from Fidel, the initiative was Eduardo’s own. Manuel has continued to raise animals
since his youth, and Miguel could recall his father having chickens and planting
vegetables. In the recounted stories, the state is largely absent or even described as an
obstacle, as in Fernando’s frustration with the bureaucratic roadblocks that make it
difficult for him to acquire funding and support for his neighbourhood green roof
initiative, Manuel’s disbelief that the state would be capable of expanding upon his self
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designed recycling program, or Eduardo’s long wait to gain access to a spot on which to
grow food.
This is not to suggest, however, that practices of urban food production have
remained unchanged, or that the experience o f shortage during the special period was not
markedly different from previous ones. However, one notable change that tends to be
downplayed in the celebratory literature is the significance o f commercialization. All the
producers I encountered sell some portion o f what they grow or raise, and many are quite
open about the profit they make. For most, this ability to earn an income meant an
improved quality o f life. As state wages, pensions, and social supports like the ration
have become increasingly insufficient to meet basic needs, the importance of access to
alternate sources o f income has risen as well.
Yet, the significance or novelty of this ostensible shift is also easily overstated,
overlooking the complex motivations behind those who engage in the real work of
cutting grass for rabbits or improving soil conditions for fruit tree groves. Production
decisions are rarely geared towards maximum profit, but rather reflect the sinuous
confluence of other goals, projects, and desires specific to each producer. There is
Manuel’s passion for inventing, Teresa’s love of the forest, Eduardo’s joy at watching a
seed he has planted grow, and Miguel’s simple enjoyment o f homegrown bananas.
The rooftops and back patios that fulfill these desires are also frequently
expressions and enactments of evolving dreams for a different future. Fernando’s careful
maintenance o f his rooftop, explicit selection of aesthetically pleasing food crops, and
design of a low-maintenance grape arbor that forms a pleasant escape from the city heat,
all reflect his ongoing engagement with the place o f his neighbourhood and his desire for
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more to become involved in practices of urban permaculture. Teresa’s selective planting
o f less common varieties o f fruit trees enables her to continue to enact the values of
solidarity that she cherishes, through the sharing of valuable fruit. Her persistent struggles
to improve the soil quality, and the planting of slow-bearing fruit trees like mamey,
communicate an ongoing commitment and engagement with the place of her patio and
neighbourhood. The same could be said o f Eduardo’s quest to discover the secret to
grafting mamey and dreams of a neighbourhood and indeed country filled with the trees,
making the fruit available to all, and not only those with connections or money.
All too often, these complex personal motivations, desires, and projects of
producers are overshadowed by or reduced within totalizing metanarratives of
“transition” and “exceptional socialism,” devaluing the impressive creativity of these
city-dwellers who continue to make place their home in Havana.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion
The theoretical threads that knit this thesis together are those provided by GibsonGraham’s concepts o f capitalocentrism and economic difference, and diverse works that
reflect on the idea o f place as a relational process. The stories and examples examined
here also reflect back upon this theoretical framework, identifying limitations in its use
and offering expansions in understanding. In the following paragraphs, I revisit key
aspects of each theoretical thread and identify the points at which the experiences and
stories of urban food producers in Havana and Detroit offer additions and critiques. I then
recap the dominant narratives associated with each city, before moving to a direct
comparison between individual cases.
Gibson-Graham’s argument amounts to an inversion o f the idiom “can’t see the
forest for the trees,” to “can’t see the trees for the forest.” The pervasive tendency to
represent all forms of economic activity (the trees) through relation to capitalism (the
forest) subsumes the multi-dimensionality o f economic life within a discourse of
capitalocentrism. A consequence of this tendency, Gibson-Graham argue, is a disabling
of our ability to imagine economies differently. For Gibson-Graham, what emerges from
this recognition is the analytical challenge o f refocusing our attention on the specifics of
trees, exposing the already existent economic difference. However, their juxtaposition of
capitalism to non-capitalism produces yet another binary of questionable utility, in which
a multiplicity of economic forms are grouped in opposition to an apparently singular one.
While arguing to the contrary, such a perspective can, in fact, end up paradoxically recentering the dominance of capitalism. Moreover, it appears to presume a world in which
the dominance of capitalism is unquestioned. While this may indeed be the case
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generally, within such a framework how do we account for the diverse economic
practices o f sharing, self-provisioning, and self-employment present in the activities of
urban farmers in Havana, an ostensibly socialist setting? A characterization as “non
capitalist” within a context generally presumed to be socialist makes little sense, beyond
undermining arguments that view such activities as indicative of an emerging capitalist
sensibility.
If we dispense with the binary of capitalism/non-capitalism, however, a
provocative framework for analysis materializes that functions well across the differing
economic contexts addressed in this thesis. In place of a central focus on capitalism, what
emerges from the discussion of varying accounts of urban agriculture in Havana and
Detroit is a tendency to represent the activity in relation to the dominant form of
economy, whether capitalist or socialist. Consequently, understandings of the food
producing practices of diverse city-dwellers are conflated to construct a narrative that
presumes a direct correlation between the dominant form of economy and the kinds of
subjects produced. In the process, a complex terrain is flattened and the multifarious and
evolving motivations, practices, and projects of urban farmers and gardeners are
effectively effaced. Paying attention to the specificity of individual producer’s
experiences brings into focus this host of other desires and projects which cannot be
adequately described through relation to idealized understandings of either capitalism or
socialism.
I have suggested that understanding the activities o f urban food producers as
place-making projects allows this diversity to be more fully expressed, and also creates
room within which open-ended possibility can flourish. Such a conception also has
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something to offer contemporary debates on place. The works of Escobar and Dirlik, in
particular, focus on movements in defence of place, and are justifiably supportive of the
activities of indigenous and other marginal peoples attempting to assert some measure of
control over the places they call home. However, within their work is an implicit
expectation of time-depth in the development o f this place consciousness and attachment.
Additionally, their language of “defence,” while provocative, evokes a militaristic
imagery o f embattled movements erecting fortifications against the unwelcome intrusion
o f external forces. It is this imagery that is frequently called forth in the exclusionary
politics that Massey finds so disturbing.
Shifting the language to one of place-making, in comparison, evokes a sense of
construction, of engaging with the confluence of relations present in one’s home and
seeking to build a different place, in the material, social, and imaginative sense. As
indicated in the stories o f disparate urban food producers, these actions o f place-making
do not entail the exclusionary policing o f boundaries to determine who belongs. Although
some boundaries are established, often along residential neighbourhood lines, the vision
expressed is of engagement with others, not of enclosure. What these stories do confirm
is the continued importance of place for many. It indicates that for this group of urban
food producers experiences and understandings are not entirely shaped by movement and
flux. Some of their activities are evidently embedded in place, and express a future
commitment to the places they call home.

O f particular note is the possibility for the

i3 These assertions resonate with recent work by Jay Sokolovsky (2011), which examines New York
community gardens and argues that they represent “inclusionary landscapes.” For a related discussion o f
diversity among gardens and gardeners and the visionary aspect o f such practices see Malve von Hassell
(2005).
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development of this relationship to place within varying time spans, some far shorter than
the implicit assumptions present in Escobar and Dirlik’s work.
To recap, in Detroit, the representations of the city and urban agriculture focus on
vacancy; in the process, constructing a history determined by the activity of capital. The
city’s story is told as one of a flourishing rise on the shoulders o f the auto industry
followed by a dramatic decline, as that same auto industry left town. The movement of
capital in search o f lower costs and higher rates of return on investment and the national
economy’s shift from a manufacturing-based to knowledge and service-based economy is
presented as following a natural logic of capitalism. The disinvestment that occurred in
Detroit is effectively depoliticized. Within this framing, contemporary practices of urban
agriculture are tied to the history of capital flight, reflecting a response to economic
crisis. More recently, the narrative has shifted, and urban agriculture has been included in
a discussion that focuses on the future of Detroit as a frontrunner in the construction of a
green capitalist economy.
The idea of crisis also plays a prominent role in Havana’s story. An economic
crisis -the roots of which ostensibly lay in the political unravelling of the Soviet Bloc,
which, through geopolitical circumstance had come to be Cuba’s primary trading partner
- created a condition of extreme scarcity. In this context, the efforts of city-dwellers to
secure their own food supplies are subsumed within a large narrative of “exceptional
socialism” that highlights the role of the state in enabling urban agriculture. Policy
decisions like permitting the use of vacant urban land free of charge for cultivation come
to signify the uniqueness of Cuba’s socialist response. The narrative thus constructed
suggests that only in a country marked by the absence of land markets and the presence
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of a state committed to the well-being of its population would such a response be
possible. We are further told that the strong communal ethic and exceptional degree of
education among the Cuban populace, aspects interpreted as reflecting socialist
commitments, were primary factors in the crisis being transformed into a uniquely Cuban
success.
There is another body of literature that interprets the crisis differently, finding
evidence o f incipient capitalist sensibilities within a range of subsequent economic
activities, hinting at an eventual transition towards the dominant form of economy. While
this literature, largely advanced by external analysts, does not specifically address urban
agriculture, the economic practices with which it is concerned demonstrate substantial
parallels with the activities of some urban farmers. Among these are self-identification as
self-employed, production for the market, and the pursuit of profit. I included this
literature within this discussion because the practices and perceptions of urban farmers
provide a cogent critique of the tendency to view such characteristics as exclusive
indicators of capitalism. As became clear, while food producers in Havana do, at times,
express their activities in terms of independence from the state workforce and are
concerned with their ability to earn a profit, they are far from emerging proto-capitalist
entrepreneurs. Consequently, their experiences question the narrative o f economic
transition that undergirds these latter representations.
The practices, stories, and dreams of urban food producers in each context cannot
be adequately described within such narratives. In this conclusion, I examine some of the
stories and examples discussed in chapters 2 and 3 in direct comparison between
contexts. To do so further illuminates how the dominant narratives submerge both the
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complexity and commonalities in experience, motivations, and vision across difference.
Throughout, I highlight the aspects of place-making present in the activities and sites of
urban agriculture: the imaginative, material, and social engagement with place that is
expressed and enacted through urban food production. Collectively, these diverse
experiences of urban food producers in Detroit and Havana provide a cogent critique and
contribute to an expanded understanding of concepts of place and economic diversity, as
well as unsettle some of trends present in the literature addressing urban agriculture
generally. In particular, the stories recounted indicate significant commonalities in
experience across perceived capitalist/socialist and North/South divides and provide a
more nuanced understanding o f the significance o f crisis to practices of urban food
production.
Take, for example, the stories of Fernando and Gary and Marilyn and their
respective rooftop and community gardens. Both gardens are continually evolving places,
rooted in the relations that form the localities that house them, but also reflecting the
shifting aspirations and dreams of their tenders. Fernando initially began growing food at
his work site in response to an experience of real food shortage at the beginning of what
he calls “the time of hunger.” His activities have since morphed, partially due to his
desire to secure a source of income and to his exposure to the concept of permaculture,
into a project promoting the building of green roofs in his neighbourhood. Gary, in
comparison, was motivated by a different form of crisis that manifested itself in a
deteriorating neighbourhood landscape. Through the activity of gardening, Gary became
aware of the financial difficulties faced by many of his neighbours who had to choose
between paying for housing, medicine, or food. In this case, the experience of shortage
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was rooted in the failings of a distributional system that provides for those who can
afford to pay, not a situation o f real material shortage, as was the case in Cuba. The
implications of decreased food access, however, are largely equivalent. As a result of this
learned knowledge, Gary’s initial intention of neighbourhood beautification expanded as
did the garden. With the help of his mother, Marilyn, the space has grown into a
community-oriented food security project.
The physical elements of these two garden places and their related activities
similarly express the vision of their tenders. Fernando wants to see a neighbourhood that
is both more food secure and appreciative of ecological principles. He hopes that his
space can act as a model for others, demonstrating the possibility of producing food in a
crowded urban neighbourhood by creatively using rooftops. The artfully arranged
planters of ornamentals and the creation of an area for relaxing underneath the
overhanging grapes reflects this hopeful vision, subtly concealing the productive element
while emphasizing the aesthetic and leisure aspects of the space.
Gary and Marilyn’s hope for the future, in comparison, is for a neighbourhood
characterized by greater cohesiveness or “neighbourliness,” where everyone has access to
healthy food. In parallel fashion, the community garden acts both as a model and physical
enactment of these hopes, expressed through a transformation of the available spaces of
vacant lots. Unfenced and unregulated, where communication occurs through
observations about what gets picked and what gets left, the garden is an open source of
food as well as a model for others, demonstrating that it is possible to grow your own
food. The garden is also a gathering place. The activities of Gary and Marilyn, whether
through the apparent oddity of keeping a goat, the simple act of being present through the
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daily chores of weeding and watering, or the planned events that occur in the space, all
conspire to draw people together. As Gary says, “I didn’t do all this just for me.”
Finally, both gardens reflect the long-term engagement evident in each vision.
The planting o f fruit trees and building of a greenhouse, in Gary and Marilyn’s case,
indicate that the garden is not a temporary activity. Fernando, in comparison, already has
a long history of involvement in urban agriculture in his neighbourhood, and the
changing layout of his garden space reflects a design that he feels will attract more people
to take part in the activity.
Likewise, Doug’s expansive sideyard kitchen/market garden and Manuel’s
rooftop rabbit operation exhibit a long-term engagement with place, although of a
different form than that expressed by the preceding examples. Doug and Manuel are both
life-long residents of their respective neighbourhoods, who express similar sentiments of
rootedness. Manuel articulates this sentiment by confiding that he could have left Cuba
during his days as a fisherman, but chose to stay in a place that he feels is his. Doug’s
expression of “this is my piece,” in reference to his efforts to maintain his home and
garden, reflects a parallel sense of belonging. Such sentiments do not, however, translate
into activities that necessarily reflect a commitment to an improved neighbourhood
future. While unlikely to leave their respective neighbourhoods, Doug and Manuel both
respond to the experience of a neglected and decaying landscape with a degree of
resignation. The hope for change is largely absent. “The system lives off of hope,”
Manuel told me once, sarcastically adding, “The future will be ours,” with a snort of
disgust, quoting a familiar revolutionary phrase.

I l l

Consequently, Doug and Manuel’s urban agricultural activities appear far more
circumscribed in their goals. Directed primarily towards personal food and financial
security, both Doug and Manuel expanded their long-time activities of gardening and
rabbit-raising in order to earn an income. In line with this orientation towards market
sale, their urban agricultural spaces and practices resemble small-scale commercial
operations suited to the specific conditions of each location. Manuel’s banks of cages,
self-devised method for raising rabbits on market wastes, and selective breeding for
marketable genetic traits reflect an inventive way of earning a living in the urban
environment of his Havana neighbourhood. Doug’s garden expansion, planting of
obscure varieties o f tomatoes and other vegetables, and careful observations of “what the
market will bear” communicates a similar commercial focus.
Yet, the pursuit o f profit inadequately defines either of these operations. Such a
characterization submerges other significant aspects of the experience. For Manuel, the
space represents the opportunity to create, invent, and achieve a degree of independence
from the state. Such independence grants modest luxuries, like the ability to purchase and
eat four ice cream popsicles in one sitting. Doug, likewise, enjoys the creative process of
gardening, being able to experiment with different varieties, learn new techniques, and
“advance stuff every year.” There is also the experience of independence, in being able to
supply most of his nutritional needs with produce that he feels is superior in both taste
and quality.
Additionally, the years of amassed expertise have imbricated both producers in
networks of relations that extend beyond the boundaries of their individual gardens and
rooftops. In Doug’s case, these connections have led to an inadvertent re-evaluation of
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the prospects for his neighbourhood and an emerging enthusiasm for collective
organizing. For Manuel, there is genuine pleasure in being able to teach others and a
sense o f pride in his accomplishments. “I like to help people,” he says, “and I don’t hide
anything that I’ve made, that I’ve achieved.” This shared knowledge and its products,
like genetically superior rabbits, are an important resource for other rabbit-raisers in the
city.
The significance of relationships to the practice of place-making comes through
most clearly in Teresa and Eric’s stories. At opposite ends of the age spectrum, both
urban food producers exhibit an apparent commitment to establishing and maintaining
relationships with their neighbours. In Eric’s case, this is clearly reflected in the design of
his urban farm and the enjoyment he experiences when engaging with neighbourhood
residents who pass by as he works on building the space. Choosing to construct a space
that is both productive and beautiful, “so it doesn’t look like a cornfield,” communicates
his respect for neighbours who may have a different relationship with farming. There are
i

also the conversations with other neighbourhood producers about organizing
cooperatively to market produce to the suburbs, and his concerns over the implications
for the neighbourhood food supply. Teresa, in analogous fashion, expresses this
commitment through the sharing of her patio’s bounty in addition to selling. In both
cases, there is an ethical consideration involved in the commercialization of produce that
reflects concern for and commitment to neighbours.
Their garden projects also demonstrate an attentive engagement with the physical
attributes o f their garden places. For Eric, the careful observation of native species and
the movement of the sun reflect his excitement about implementing the regenerative
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production principles of permaculture. While the reduction in the use of external inputs,
water use, and labour are both personally and financially beneficial for Eric, he also
enjoys the process o f experimentation and harbours hopes that his activities might be
contributing to the development of a more resilient local food system. Teresa’s
relationship to her garden has likewise been changed through her exposure to
permaculture, as is evident in the fallen leaves that she no longer cleans up, leaving them
to decay and enrich the soil. However, her observations about the inabilities of the trees
that she plants to maintain a grip on the soil during the cyclone season, and related
ongoing struggles to improve the soil quality, convey an experience and engagement with
place that predates this influence.
Finally, the selection of cultivars in each location also contributes to an
understanding of Eric and Teresa’s actions as expressive of an investment in place,
indicating a long-term commitment. For Eric, the more profitable venture would be a
mass planting of lucrative salad greens. However, he dedicates a comparatively small
portion of land to this crop, choosing to invest in the planting of nut and rare native fruit
trees, species which take a considerable time to bear fruit. Eric described the decision in
terms of “planting for grandchildren.” This is remarkably similar to Teresa’s own
rationale for planting comparatively uncommon and slow bearing fruit trees like mamey,
which she also expressed in terms of planning for future generations. Of note here is the
relative shortness of time within which these relationships, understandings, and visions
have developed. Eric is a newcomer to his neighbourhood, while Teresa’s depth of
experience extends back some thirty years.
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The commonalities of experiences and perceptions unsettle the latent assumptions
present in much of the treatment of practices of urban agriculture in both Havana and
Detroit specifically, and in other cities generally. The activities of urban food producers
in either city cannot be defined wholly in relation to the dominant economic system
present in each case. For analysts, the vocabulary provided by the work o f GibsonGraham is a provocative lens through which to both illuminate and destabilize these
hidden assumptions about what constitutes legitimate or substantive economic activity.
The self-provisioning, self-employment, and cooperative production activities of a broad
range of urban food producers emerge not as temporary survival efforts, products of
necessity, complements to capitalism, or petty-capitalism, but rather, as personal projects
with their own trajectories and timelines, in which production for market or the pursuit of
profit reside comfortably beside other social and personal goals. What does the future
hold for such activities? The answer in large part will be created through the unfolding
projects and dreams of those tilling the soil, pruning the fruit trees, feeding the chickens,
and cutting grass for the rabbits.
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